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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS

UMM: A place touching the soul, moving the spirit
-a message from Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson
Ratatouille: tomatoes, zucchini, eggplant,
onions from the tidy rows out back
where Pop stood in a seedcap
aiming the hose, considering which
David Mamet to teach come fall. Such
a fancy name for plain food,
for a taste ofplace.

Athena Kildegaard, UMM facu lty member and poet, includes these words in her poem,
Locally Grown , crafted this year for the opening of the Sixth annual Symposium
on Small Towns, held on the Morris campus just a few weeks ago. Kildegaard's
poem includes multiple images that evoke the smells, sounds, tastes, and images of
place-of a small town place, a place just like Morris. Kildegaard 's poem shows a deep
understanding of the way in which place touches the soul, moves the spirit. You will
find that same sense of the importance of "place" featured in this issue of Profile.
Those ofus who live in Morris are reminded of the pull of ''place" every time we face
the juxtaposition of rural and urban- when we move from the Morris rush-minute at
Fifth and Atlantic to the 494 rush-hour of the Twin Cities. We are reminded of place
every time we are called on to explain to our urban friends what it is people do here. In this sense-in the lack of knowledge of the
rural and how rich our lives are here-Morris and its environs take on a kind of exotic, unknown, "other" quality. To those who have
never left the city, coming to the country is indeed a "foreign" experience.
One of our staff members here-a native of China- remarked at a meeting a few weeks ago, in the midst of an April snowstorm, that
UMM ' s geographic location is, in fact, our greatest advantage. At first blush (and in the midst of spring snowflakes), this seems to be
an unusual perspective.
But she is right.
We have abundant and vast natural resources here on the prairie. We have wind; we have water; we have com and soybeans and
wheat. We have roots, and we have a strong work ethic. We have a sense of place and of how it shapes the quality of our lives. And
the rest of the state, the rest of the country, and, indeed, the rest of the world are looking to us-to Morri s and to places just like
this- as we rethink not only the educational experience but also our patterns of consumption, as we consider how to build sustainable
communities, and as we recast our resource-spending habits.
We want students to come here from many places: from rural and urban areas, from Minnesota, and from all across the United States
and around the world. We want those who come to live here-for however long- to understand and appreciate this place, its legacy,
and its value.
We·also want our students to engage in the art of juxtaposition of place. We want them to travel and to study abroad, and they do:
we have the hi ghest rates of participation in study abroad experiences of any campus of the University of Minnesota. And we want
students to leave here better prepared for their futures as a result-as shapers and makers of the worlds in which they will live; as
knowledgeable global citizens; and as stewards of the environment.
We are unapologetically rural. We are attracting fac ulty, staff, and student members to this community who understand that and who
also have the foresight to see the change that is on the horizon, the power shifts that we are in the midst of, who want to be part of
something "big" and of something important as we create new pathways in this 21st century place.
Read Kildegaard's poem in its entirety at www.morris. umn.edu/services/cst/symposium/2008/materials.php or contact University
Relations for a printed copy at urel@morris.umn.edu or 320-589-6414.
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Giving to UMM
In partnership with the University
of Minnesota Foundation, all gifts
designated to UMM are received by
and invested in UMM. The Foundation
serves as the legal, charitable entity for
the University system.
UMM welcomes all forms of
financial gifts in any amount for
the support ofUMM's mission and
in pursuit of strategic goals. There
are many ways to give, and we are
happy to assist you in determining
the best way based on your individual
situation. Read about "Ways to Give"
at www .morris.umn .edu/alumni/
funddevelopment, then contact a
UMM development team member for a
personal consultation.

Maddy Maxeiner
associate vice chancellor
for external relations,
320-589-6386
maxeinme@morris.urnn.edu
Susan Schmidgall
development officer
320-589-6160
sschmidg@morris.umn.edu
Carla Riley
director of alumni relations
and annual giving
320-589-6066
rileycj @morris.umn.edu

Planned Giving Team
The Foundation offers a broad
range of gift planning services to
alumni, donors, and friends of the
University and their advisers . The
Foundation planned giving team
works closely with the UMM team
to carry out donor wishes. If you are
interested in learning more about tax
advantaged gift planning, incomeproducing gifts, or future gifts, contact
Maddy Maxeiner or Susan Schmidgall
at UMM, or Frank Robertson, director
of planned giving, at the Foundation.
Meet the planned giving team at
giving. umn.edu/futuregifts.
Visit UMM Fund Development online.
www .morris.umn.edu/alumni
/funddevelopment

""
A message
from Maddy Maxeiner,
associate vice chancellor for external relations
Here on the prairie, the sky makes a dramatic first impression.
In The Music ofFailure (Prairie Grass Press, 1990), writer Bill
Holm notes the "horizontal grandeur" of the prairie in an essay by
the same name. Those of us who have spent time on the prairie
know just what he means. The prairie is a special place.
How has UMM been shaped by its prairie home? Would it
be different today, nearly 50 years from its founding, had UMM
been located elsewhere? What ofUMM's campus predecessor, the
West Central School of Agriculture (WCSA), founded nearly 100 years ago. How did
the area' s young people influence the character of the WCSA and UMM as well, as we
proudly inherited the values and spirit of that community? Reaching even further back,
to the late 1880s, the Catholic order of the Sisters of Mercy conducted a school for
American Indian children on this site. Were there important connections to place?
Today, UMM celebrates its place in a variety of ways. By serving local foods,
harnessing wind energy, and burning area biofuels, we affirm our prairie roots as we
pursue our vision for the future--carbon neutrality by 2010.
We deeply appreciate our prairie partners, including the USDA- North Central
Soil Conservation Research Lab, the West Central Research and Outreach Center, and
the West Central Regional Sustainable Development Partnership. Students celebrate
place through civic engagement in and outside the classroom. Faculty conduct'research
and create artistic expressions directly tied to place. And, we value the communities
of Morris and west central Minnesota for our current collaborations, and also, and
especially, because without the vision and zeal of area citizens in the late 1950s, UMM
would not be here at all.
Nearly 50 years ago, on the eve of the transition between the WCSA and UMM,
English instructor T.S. (Ted) Long wrote, "There is a quiet spirit in these halls." We
know he is right. We give thanks for our place!

Liselotte Gumpel, professor emeritus of German,
·honored at Weisman Art Museum reception
University of
Minnesota, Morris alumni
and friends ofLiselotte
Gumpel, professor emeritus
of German, gathered at the
Weisman Art Museum on
the Twin Cities campus
in May 2008 to celebrate
Gumpel's donation of
works by watercolor artist
Katerina Wilczynski to the
Weisman ' s permanent art
collection.
Gumpel taught
German at UMM from
1968 until her retirement
in 1998. In addition to her
gifts to the Weisman Art
Museum, Gumpel is a longtime UMM donor who has established the Gumpel Endowed
Scholarship for University of Minnesota, Morris students.
Front from left: Liselotte Gumpel and Barbara McGinnis, retired UMM librarian
Back: Julie Klasser and Cate McGinnis
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Same place, different time--

The Kalmoe Martin legacy family compares
and contrasts the past, plans for the future
When Dean Kalmoe '75 and Mary
Martin '75 lived and studied at lJMM,
an entire dorm floor of students shared
one phone mounted to a hallway wall.
Computers were virtually nonexistent. In
contrast, cell phones and sophisticated
software populate the memories of son
Ryan Kalmoe ' 08. Although technology
utilized, buildings frequented , and favorite
professors differ between the three
alumni, this legacy family shares a lasting
impression oflJMM, a deep sense of
belonging to a special community.

Faculty influences
Dean' s lJMM career started in 1965
in wildlife biology, but four years in the
lJ.S . Air Force delayed graduation and,
indirectly, changed his major. "When I
returned, I met the late Professor William
Peterfi, remembers Dean, "and I fell in love
with sociology and history. "
He also met another significant person
in his life, Mary Martin, although the two
hold different memories of exactly where
that happened, in the science building or
the Iota Psi Sorority House.
Many of Dean and Mary 's most vivid
recollections revolve around a favorite
campus hangout. "I have strong memories
of Louie 's Lower Level," shares Dean. "I
remember the blue cloud of haze and the

camaraderie. It was a focal point of student
activity on campus, and the professors
came, too."
Notes Mary: "That is something that
has stayed the same- the close contact
with faculty, being on first name basis with
professors. Ryan has definitely had the
same experience."
Like Dean, Mary spent many hours
in Social Science, now Imholte Hall. One
summer, she worked with Eric Klinger,
professor of psychology, on his Project on
Fantasy. She also assisted Ernie Kemble,
professor of psychology, with his research
on amygdala brain lesions. "I'll never
forget drinking tea with Ernie in the
psychology lab," remembers Mary, "In
glass beakers, he' d serve instant tea made
with hot tap water."
Research is central to Ryan's UMM
experience, too, but the physics major' s
memories originate in the science building.
A Morris Academic Partnership
allowed him to work with Kristin Kearns
and Len Keeler, assistant professors of
physics. "Using lJMM's telescope, located
in the science building's observatory,
Kristin and I conducted photometry
measurements with a charge-coupled
device camera," shares Ryan . "Basically,
we took pictures of stars to figure out how
bright they were. We also coordinated
Spring/Summer 2008 Profile page 3

Summer on campus
All three alumni experienced campus
during the summer months. Like his
mother, Ryan conducted research. Both
father and son served as residential
life advisers throughout their lJMM
years, and both worked one summer for
Residential Life. But neither Ryan nor
Mary share Dean's most memorable-and
challenging- summer memory.
"Plant Services was remodeling
Education," Dean narrates. '·'And Arnie
Anderson was in charge of restoring the
walls with plaster. At that time, the center
stairs still existed in that building. My job
was to haul wet plaster to Arnie, buckets
and buckets of wet plaster up those steps,
hundreds of times."
Gift for the future honors the past
As an expression of their gratitude for
this learning community and to celebrate
their family's campus connections, Mary
and Dean have established a bequest to
fund a lJMM scholarship. "We've all
had such very positive experiences at
lJMM," says Mary. "Education is so very
important. It 's nice to be able to give
back."
Mary and Dean make their home in
St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin. Mary, a 1981
graduate of the University of Minnesota
School of Law, is an attorney at The Law
Offices of Mary K. Martin. Dean serves
as the assistant director, Administrative
Services, for the Minnesota Disability
Determination Services.
Ryan, a 2008 recipient of the Abbott
A ward in Physics and Honors Program
Scholar, has been accepted to the U.S.
Navy Officer Candidate School and
is enrolled in the Nuclear Propulsion
Program.

Photo above: The Kalmoe Martin legacy
family-Dean Kalmoe '75, Ryan Kalmoe
'08, and Mary Martin '75
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Dian and Andy Lopez, UMM pioneers of computer science,
shape campus history-its past and its future
Andy and Dian Lopez, professors
of computer science, began their higher
education professions before the computer
science discipline existed. Yet, their
entire academic and professional careers
have been shaped by the exploration,
implementation, and application of
computing. In effect, an entire campus,
spanning nearly four decades, has
benefited from their foresight, character,
and stamina. Under their leadership, a new
UMM major-computer science-was
created. Now, newly retired and seeking a
Fulbright lectureship in a foreign country,
Dian and Andy look to new places to
share their capacity for innovation and
their commitment to students.
A mechanical engineering summer
internship at IBM in Rochester in
1964 first introduced computers
and programming to Andy, then an
undergraduate at North Dakota State
University. He earned a master of
engineering mechanics from Michigan
Technological University in 1968 and a
doctorate in 1970. Encouraged by wife
Dian, Andy pursued a teaching career
and accepted a UMM math position that
included responsibility for developing
campus computing facilities. Dian, who
· earned a bachelor of science in math at

Moorhead State University in 1966 and
a master of science in math at Michigan
Technological University in 1969, was
invited to also teach a math course that
fall. She taught at UMM ever since.

Campus enthusiasm for a new field
When the Lopezes arrived at UMM,
the only computing device on campus
was in a janitor' s closet on Science third
floor, a teletype terminal connected to a
Chicago commercial service. Computing
courses were limited to programming and
numerical methods. But, Andy and Dian's
personal educational explorations into
the field of computer science generated
enthusiasm across the campus, especially
among students eager to investigate
emerging new career opportunities.
During the 1970s, Dian's "courses
taught" list grew to include introductory
computer science for students and fellow
faculty. Her first graphics students worked
on DEC Rainbows and Apple Ils. She
taught FORTRAN to more than 100
students in the Science Auditorium- and
corrected all their programs! Faculty from
all divisions enrolled in her classes, eager
to learn about the new discipline.
In 1974, the title director of the
Computer Center was added to Andy' s

appointment. Reflecting UMM's
awareness of an advancing need, Andy
was granted a sabbatical in 1978 to pursue
.advanced studies in computer science,
and Dian also took a leave to pursue more
computing courses. Andy earned a master
of computer science from the University
of Arizona, Tucson in 1979.

A new major approved
Andy ' s research during the 1970s
included investigation of the role of
computer science programs at small liberal
arts colleges. His work provided data and
· credibility for establishing a new UMM
discipline, computer science. In 1984, the
Department of Education Title III granted
the Morris campus funds to develop
the new major, but Campus Assembly
approval was needed before the major
could became a reality.
Dian and Andy remember that
particular assembly meeting as "nervewracking," especially for the eight seniors
who hoped to graduate that year with
computer science degrees. Some members
of the faculty opposed the new major,
claiming that computer science belonged
at a technical school not at a liberal arts
college. "We let others answer these
concerns for us at the assembly meeting,"
Dian recalls. "The response carried more
weight that way."
Colleagues who supported the
proposal pointed out that UMM's
emphasis in mathematics at the time was
on core courses like Real and Complex
Analysis and Abstract Algebra, important
areas of study but not central to students
aspiring for computer science careers.
"Faculty from chemistry and physics
pointed to the benefits that computers
were bringing to their fields," remembers
Andy. "Finally, after all the discussion,
we sat on the edge of our chairs in the
Science Auditorium and saw our program
approved by a comfortable margin."
After the new major debuted, Andy
continued a split appointment between
directing Computing Services and teaching,
UMM:'s first computer science graduates, members of the Class of 1985, from left: and Dian taught computing science courses
Craig Andersh, Randall Guetter, Charles Overgaard, Jeffrey Maus, Laura Smith- full time. Dian completed a master of
Kinney, Daniel Bormann, Marty Wolf, Professor Dian Lopez, Lyle Fischer, Curtis computer science in 1986 and a doctorate
Schaffran, Professor Andy Lopez, Thomas Hausmann
in 1992 at Texas A & M University.
Spring/Summer 2008 Profile page 4
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The new computer science curriculum
included core courses in the areas of
Analysis of Algorithms, Computability,
Principles of Programming, Computer
Architecture, and Systems. As it continues
to do today, the new program combined
a strong theoretical basis with hands-on
experience in order to develop long-term
concepts and skills. Computer science
graduates are prepared for successful
careers in a continually changing field .

Lab in the "Dungeon"
Once established, the new major
required a lab in which students could
complete assignments and work on
projects. Reluctantly, remember
the Lopezes, the biology discipline
relinquished storage space in the bowels
of the Science Auditorium basement. Plant
Services built tables, and the Title III grant
covered the cost of new DEC computers.
good to see what our students have
"The students dubbed the windowless
accomplished. " She will also fondly
basement space ' the Dungeon,"' shares
remember social gatherings like the Byte
Andy. "We w,ere just excited to have
Bash of which the first one was held in
space and computers." Current ·c omputer
the back yard of the Lopez home. Dian
science students continue the tradition of
received the University of Minnesota John
calling their lab "the Dungeon," although
Tate Award for Undergraduate Academic
today it is located on the second floor
· Advising in 2002.
of the remodeled, modem west wing of
In addition to teaching and directing,
Science-with plenty of windows.
Andy served as assistant to the associate
Andy taught computer science full
vice chancellor for enrollment in 2003-04.
time beginning in 1994. He notes: "Right
He received the University of Minnesota
now, there are more jobs in the United
President's Award for Outstanding
States than there are computer scientists
Service in 2002. While looking forward
to fill them," he states. "The ongoing
to retirement, Andy shares: "I will miss
challenge for computer scientists is to find
working one on one with students,
better ways to solve problems at a faster
formally advising and informally
pace."
conversing 'heart to heart."'
Adds Dian: "Software has been
And the Lopezes will miss fellow
working on increasing speed by using
faculty. "We've enjoyed a very good set
parallel and distributed processing. And
of colleagues, progressive, way above
hardware is hitting its ceiling-hampered
average, who have pulled together at
by physical constraints. The future may lie critical times," states Andy.
in quantum computers, atomic computers,
"And the quality of teaching and
or computers based on molecules of a gas
research is exceptional," adds Dian. "UMM
like gallium arsenide. Computer science is
has been a very exciting place to be."
a relatively new field, and there are many
The Lopez definition of retire-"to
discoveries yet to be made."
·
put on new tires and go again"-may be
Throughout her career, Dian authored
soon realized. Dian and Andy, a native
numerous publications, many with
of Cuba, are exploring teaching positions
colleagues and often with students. Her
in Central and South American. In the
fondest memories will be working with
meantime, the two computer science
students on research and witnessing their
pioneers will enjoy well-earned leisure
presentations at national conferences.
activities like flying- both are pilots-and
"I am the most proud of our graduates,"
sailing, always with laptops nearby.
reflects Dian. "It really makes one feel
Spring/Summer 2008 Pro.file page S

Scholarship support
for future computer
science students
In 1994, the Lopezes established the
Dian and Andy Lopez Scholarship
to encourage and support computer
science students at UMM. The
scholarship is awarded to thirdyear computer science majors
with preference to students from
underrepresented groups in the field
such as women, American students
of color, or international students of
color.

"The endowed scholarship is very
importantto us," state Dian and
Andy. "We feel it is very important
to involve more women and more
students of color in computer science.
Funding is needed to financially
support our very capable UMM
students."

If you would like to make a gift to the
Dian and Andy Lopez Scholarship in
honor of their retirements, please use
the envelope enclosed in Profile.
Carol Ford, editor of the Division of
Science and Mathematics newsletter,
contributed to this article.
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Commencement speeches focus on graduates' abilities
Three hundred and fifty six graduates
received their diplomas on May 17, 2008,
during UMM 's 45th commencement
ceremony. A blue sky prevailed but the
prairie wind made its presence known.
Graduates clutched both diplomas and caps
as they made their way from the campus
mall to celebrate with family and friends.
Jacqueline Johnson, chancellor,
presided over the occasion that featured
music by the Symphonic Winds, the Concert
Choir, and The Treble Makers: Julia Judith
Schmitt '08, Minnetonka; Erin Elisabeth
Hampton ' 08, Augusta, Wisconsin; Sarah
Elizabeth Vig '08, Rochester; and Emily M.
Carroll '08, St. Paul.
Processional participants included
Friends and fellow graduates LeAnn Hedquist, Wabasha; Amanda Chan, Hopkins;
Color Guards Katie Barron '11, St.
Eric Wardell, Savage; Luke Elward, Minneapolis; Alex Majestic, Shorewood; and
Paul, and Claire Stover '09, Co lumbus,
Laura Walton, New Hope
Wisconsin; Mace Bearer Stephen Burks,
associate professor of economics and
closing, Carlson, who recently played the role of the Cat in the
management; Student Marshals Ruth Hamberg '09, Oakdale,
and Alex Murphy '09, Plymouth; and Faculty Marshal Michelle
Hat in UMM's children's theatre production, closed in character
Page, associate professor of education.
with a favorite quote from Oh, the Places You 'II Go by Dr. Seuss:
Alex Carlson, Cottage Grove, class speaker and recipient of
You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes.
the Curtis H. Larson A ward, shared a cheerful, congratulatory
message with fellow graduates. Delivering hi s speech in a
You can steer yourself any direction you choose.
humorous style, Carlson complimented the "handsome bunch,"
You're on your own. And you know what you know.
and urged them to remember UMM student characteristics
And YOU are the guy who'll decide where to go.
during their job interviews- ability to multi-task, time
management skills, enthusiasm, and eagerness. He led the
U.S. Representative Keith Ellison, Fifth Congressional
graduates in a rousing round of applause for their professors. In
District of Minnesota, began his address by saying he would
like to encourage fellow congressmen
and women to "hang out" at this "special
place," to learn about the "greening of
the plains" through renewab le energy
initiatives, to experience "wonderful"
music that illustrates the importance of
arts in academics, and to meet graduates
equipped to "carve out a new world."
While his message identified serious issues
to be addressed-emp loyment, living
wages, healthcare, and hunger-Ellison
closed with an endorsement of confidence
in the graduates ' abilities to create change,
saying: "The world is ready for you ... you
can do anything ... you are our leaders."
Fo llowing Ellison's speech, Roland
Guyotte, interim vice chancellor for
Commencement program dignitaries included, from left: University of Minnesota academic affairs and dean, presented
Senior Vice President for System Academic Administration Robert Jones; Chancellor the graduating class. Maureen Cisneros,
Jacqueline Johnson; U.S. Representative Keith Ellison, Fifth Congressional District University of Minnesota regent, conferred
of Minnesota; University of Minnesota Regent Maureen Cisneros; Student Speaker degrees . And, Jim Mahoney '85,
Alex Carlson '08, Cottage Grove; and Roland Guyotte, interim vice chancellor for representing the UMM Alumni Association,
welcomed UMM's newest alumni.
academic affairs and dean
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UMMAA honors Pelletier
with 2008 teaching award

Swanson '08 receives recognition for service to
the University of Minnesota Board of Regents
Nathan Swanson '08, Walnut Grove, was recognized in
May 2008 for service as one of seven Universitywide student
representatives to the University of Minnesota Board of
Regents. Selected by their respective student bodies, student
representatives assist the Board of Regents in its deliberations by
providing a student perspective. They attend committee meetings,
Board of Regents meetings, and other functions.
Swanson is a 2008 Scholar of the College and Chancellor's
Award recipient.
From left: University of Minnesota President Robert Bruin inks,
Swanson, and Regent Patricia S~mmons, chair

Gateway Center Project retains historic
characteristics, incorporating "green" construction
The 2008 bonding bill signed by Governor Tim Pawlenty
includes a UMM project. The Gateway Center Projectrenovation of Community Services- will be completed with $5
million in state funding and $2.5 million in University funding.
Renovation will incorporate "green" energy-efficient design,
construction, and operation, as well as retain the building ' s
historic characteristics. It is listed on the National Register of
Historic Places within the campus ' historic district.
The Gateway Center will serve as an inviting, accessible
point of entry to the campus and to University resources. Thank
you to alumni and friends of the campus who helped UMM make
the case for this project to the Minnesota Legislature.

The UMM Alumni Association chose Julie Pelletier,
assistant professor of anthropology, as the 2008 recipient of the
UMM Alumni Association Teaching Award that recognizes
outstanding contributions to undergraduate education. Nominated
by colleagues, current students, and alumni, Pelletier is noted for
setting high standards for her students and for utilizing a teaching
style that puts students at ease and creates an open atmosphere
in classroom and office. She's
a storyteller whose stories link
academic concepts and material to
real-life examples, her own and her
students.
Pelletier earned a doctorate in
anthropology in 2002 and a master
of arts in anthropology in 2000
from Michigan State University,
and a bachelor of university studies
in social sciences at the University
of Maine at Fort Kent. Her own
uncertainty about attending graduate
school provides good storytelling
Pelletier
material and offers encouragement
for her students.
"When I expressed my worries about attending graduate
school, my undergraduate English professor, Bill Willan, told
me that I would succeed because I was too stubborn to fail,"
recounts Pelletier. "It didn ' t matter ifl wasn' t the absolute genius
ofmy program or, coming from a very small school with just one
anthropology professor, wasn't as well prepared as some. What
matters was my willingness to do whatever it took to earn that
doctorate and being too hardheaded to quit. Professor Willan was
right. Determination and will defeat barriers put up by others or
even ourselves between ourselves and our goals. I've passed on
this advice to my students."
Pelletier began her UMM career in 2002 pleased to be a part
of a college with high caliber students and in which professors,
not teaching assistants, are in the classroom.
"I came to UMM excited by the possibilities that this
institution has to offer," she states, "the freedom to develop
courses I want to teach, the small class size, the opportunity to
participate in academic advising, bright and motivated students,
a faculty that prioritizes teaching while remaining committed
to research, student involvement in research, a conscientious
support staff, and the American Indian Tuition Waiver.
Pelletier teaches Introduction to Cultural Anthropology,
North American Indian Ethnography, Native American Women,
20th Century Native Americans, and Medical Anthropology: An
Overview, as well as supervises directed studies.
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News briefs
Sustainability pilot program
UMM was selected to participate
in the pilot phase ofSTARSSustainability Tracking, Assessment,
and Rating System. Developed by the
Association for the Advancement of
Sustainability in Higher Education,
the tool allows UMM to conduct
self-assessment, discern areas for
improvement, and assist other
institutions with green initiatives.

Renewable energy bonds
UMM received authorization
from the Internal Revenue Service to
issue Clean Renewable Energy Bonds
(CREBs) for additional green projects.
A second wind turbine, to be located
near the West Central Research and
Outreach Center, will be purchased.
A steam turbine will be added to the
biomass facility, and a third wind
turbine, to be located offsite in western
Minnesota, will be purchased with the
Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe.

Emergency text messaging
In March 2008, UMM launched
TXT-U, the University of Minnesota's
emergency notification text message
system. TXT-U will be used as an
additional communication means to
quickly notify the campus community
of emergency situations and campus
closings. Only students, faculty, and
staff can register for TXT-U. However,
members of the campus community
may add more than one mobile device
to their TXT-U account~ to register
parents, family, and friends.

Best Value Colleges list
The Princeton Review compiled a
list of colleges that provide excellent,
affordable educational experiences
despite rising living and learning costs.
UMM was named to the 2008 top-ten
public college list and commended
for small class sizes, an engaged and
diverse student body, committed
faculty, and the number of donorfunded scholarships available for
awarding to first-year students.

UMM recognizes passing of campus historical figures
With gratitude, UMM acknowledges the dedicated lives of three men who left their
mark on the Morris campus.
Wes Gray served the West Central School of Agriculture and Experiment Station as
a teacher, coach, and research scientist. He retired from the West Central Research and
Outreach Center in 1988, but continued to play an active role as a volunteer instructor,
consultant, and gardener. He passed away in June 2008 .
An early member of the West Central Educational Development Association
(WCEDA), Robert De Wall passed away in March 2008 . In the late 1950s, De Wall,
a Morris area businessman, and fellow WCEDA members organized the extensive
lobbying effort that convinced the Minnesota Legislature to establish a University of
Minnesota campus in Morris.
Arnie Henjum, professor of education from 1964 until 1992, made innumerable
contributions to UMM and to public education in Minnesota. He established UMM's
two-week summer program for junior and senior high students, which was renamed the
Henjum Creative Study Institute in his honor. Henjum passed away in March 2008.

Chancellor testifies on green initiatives and
student involvement before Senate Committee
Jacqueline Johnson, chancellor, was invited by the U.S. Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works to present information on UMM's green initiatives and
student involvement. Chaired by Senator Amy Klobuchar, the committee also heard
testimony from Richard C. Levin, Yale University president, and Robert Birgeneau,
University of California, Berkeley, chancellor.
The three campuses provided examples of clean energy initiatives and the
leadership of college students. Klobuchar noted that colleges are often pioneers in
energy conservation because of the passion that students bring to environmental issues.
"I've visited the Morris campus and seen first-hand the University's innovative
work on clean energy," Klobuchar said. "By eliminating their own greenhouse gases
and conducting vital climate research, colleges and universi.ties across the country are
leading the fight against global warming."
Johnson 's overview emphasized partnerships with the West Central Research and
Outreach Center and the USDA-North Central Soil Conservation Research Lab, UMM's
prairie location and an investment in rural America, and UMM students. She shared
UMM '. s goal to be energy-self sufficient and carbon neutral by 2010.
"Our work in
reducing greenhouse
gas emissions
speaks directly to
the characteristics
and qualities of our
students, faculty,
and staff," stated
Johnson. "At the
University of
Minnesota, Morris
we provide a liberal
arts living and
learning environment
that is-literallyboth renewable and
sustainable."

From left: Robert Birgeneau, chancellor of the University of California, Berkeley;
U.S. Senator Amy Klobuchar, Minnesota; Richard C. Levin, president of Yale
University, and Jacqueline Johnson, UMM chancellor. Photo credit: U.S. Senate
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Janet Schrunk Ericksen and Barry McQuarrie receive
all-University Horace T. Morse Award for outstanding teaching
Of only eight recipients chosen Universitywide by the University of Minnesota to receive the prestigious Horace T. Morse
University of Minnesota Alumni Association Award for Outstanding Contributions to Undergraduate Education, two honorees
represent the Morris campus. Janet Schrunk Ericksen, associate professor of English, and Barry McQuarrie, associate professor of
mathematics, received the award honoring faculty who excel in teaching, research, ·creative activities, advising, academic program
development, and educational leadership. The Universitywide award ceremony was held in April 2008 in the McNamara Alumni
Center on the Twin Cities campus.

Janet Schrunk Ericksen, associate professor of English

Barry McQuarrie, associate professor of mathematics

Governing everything she teaches, says Schrunk Ericksen
McQuarrie describes his teaching philosophy as one of
is a "desire to convince students to think, to pay attention to the
"scaffolding learning and building
world around them and what ideas, attitudes, and events led to
bridges of communication both
their language, their perceptions, their attitudes, and ideas. I know between students and myself and
at least some of my students tire of my insistence that everything
between students. I see my role as
is interesting and that if they become bored, it's because they
a guide, someone who has traveled
aren ' t thinking enough, but I stick with that position."
the road before. I structure course
Schrunk Erickson began her UMM career in 1998. She
activities to encourage students to
teaches Norse and Icelandic Sagas, Grammar and Language,
talk with me. It's a balancing act
Medieval Literature, and Old
of providing enough structure to
English, all "much sought after,"
help students succeed yet leaving
say her colleagues, because
enough freedom for student
Schrunk Erickson teaches the
expression and opportunities for
material.
growth."
"I can't imagine ever finding
By no means known as an
better students to work with than
"easy teacher," McQuarrie ' s
McQuarrie
those at UMM," reflects Schrunk
students appreciate him for
Ericksen."UMM students, in my
generating enthusiasm in the
experience, possess remarkable
classroom by focusing on the "whys" of mathematics, not just
intellectual energy. They're willing the memorization. His UMM colleagues commend McQuarrie
to study a 1,000-year-old form
for his clarity in teaching, his passion for his subject, and his
of English or the structures of
commitment to his students' academic success.
medieval religious narratives and,
"UMM has students who are ready to engage with material at
Schrunk Ericksen at the same time, to be involved
a deep, meaningful level, and who enjoy grappling with new and
in student government, or in
interesting concepts," shares McQuarrie. "They are well placed
finding ways to end world hunger, or in third world injustice, or
to work with faculty and staff in a variety of ways, extending
in teaching inner-city children. They tend to value learning and
from coursework to research, from teaching assistantships to peer
see it as part of a way to improve the world, and I think they
mentors, from tutors to campus ambassadors. The opportunities
genuinely and actively seek to connect the two. The number of
for students at UMM are rich and varied."
UMM students who do so constantly impresses me."
Accepting his award, McQuarrie stated: "I feel honored that I
Honored to receive the award, Schrunk Ericksen states:
was selected for such an award knowing how many tremendously
"I think Jenny Nellis, professor of studio art, and Pieranna
gifted faculty we have at UMM who deserve such recognition."
McQuarrie began
Garavaso, professor of
I can't imagine ever finding better students to
his UMM career in 2000.
philosophy, deserve
more praise than I do for work with than those at UMM. UMM students, in my
He teaches Mathematical
their efforts in preparing
Modeling, Numerical
the nomination and their experience, possess remarkable intellectual energy.
Methods, Differential
mentoring ofme."
Janet Schrunk Ericksen Equations, and Calculus
Schrunk Ericksen
I, II, and III. He earned
earned a master of arts and doctorate degrees in English from
a doctorate in physics in 1998 from the University of Manitoba,
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She earned
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada; a master of science in mathematics
a ba~helor of arts degree in art history and English from the
from the University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, in 1992;
University of Hull , Northumberland, United Kingdom, and the
and a bachelor of science in mathematics and physics from the
University of Kansas . She currently serves ·as the Division of
University of Winnepeg, Manitoba, Canada, in 1990.
Humanities chair.
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Celebrating dedication and service
Chancellor Jacquie Johnson and Master of Ceremonies Thomas B. McRoberts, Continuing Education, Regional Programs,
Summer Session, Center for International Programs, and Center for Small Towns director, and friends , family, and colleagues
celebrated the accomplishments of fellow members of the campus community in May 2008. Rachel Haag '08, Betty Peterson Memorial
Accompanying Award recipient, provided pre-dinner music.

From left, front row: Outstanding Staff Awards-David Raths, building and grounds worker, Joyce Amborn, executive office
and administrative specialist; Darla Peterson, executive secretary; Jean Sasek, executive office and administrative specialist,
retiree; Morris Academic Staff Award-LeAnn Dean, director, Rodney A. Briggs Library; Dian Lopez, professor of computer
science, retiree; UMM Alumni Association Teaching Award-Julie Pelletier, assistant professor of anthropology. Back row: Mary
Martelle Memorial Award-Elizabeth Spohr, actor technician; Miracle Obeta '08; Horace T. Morse Award-Barry McQuarrie,
associate professor of mathematics; Charles Grussing, police lieutenant, retiree; Andy Lopez, professor of computer science,
retiree; and David Hoppe, professor of biology, retiree. Not able to attend: David Dylla, building and grounds worker, and Craig
Kissock, professor of education, retirees; Horace T. Morse Award-Janet Schrunk Ericksen, associate professor of English.

UMM students receive nationally competitive scholarships
Three UMM students have been
honored with nationally competitive
scholarships and awards.

Kellcee Baker, Udall Scholar
Kellcee Baker
' l 0, Audobon,
received an Udall
Scholarship from
the Morris K
Udall Scholarship
and Excellence
in National
Environmental
Policy Foundation.
Recipients are
Baker
chosen based
on commitment to careers in the
environment, health care, or tribal policy,
leadership potential, and academic
achievement. She plans to pursue a '
doctorate in clinical psychology and a
career working with American Indian

youth facing issues of race, poverty, and
educational limitations.

John Hanson,
Killam Fellow
John Hanson
'08, Falcon
Heights, received a
fellowship from the
Killam Fellowships
Program that
provides financial
support for students
Hanson
to participate in an
exchange program between Canada and
the United States. The award covers tuition
and an educational field trip . Hanson, a
history and philosophy major, will attend
the University of Toronto in fall 2008.
Eagan Heath, Truman Scholar
Eagan Heath '08, Idaho Falls, Idaho,
received a scholarship from the Harry
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S. Truman Scholarship Foundation,
which recognizes outstanding college
leaders committed to public service by
providing financial support for graduate
study, leadership training, and fellowship
with other students. Heath is interning at
Teaching for Change
and living with more
than 50 Truman
Scholars from
around the country at
George Washington
University in
Washington, D.C.,
at the Truman
Foundation's
Summer Institute.
Heath
This fall , he will
work for Admission Possible, through an
AmeriCorps position, encouraging and
assisting low-income high school students
with college decisions. He will also
research graduate school options.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS

Professor Craig Kissock's professional joy:
serving students in Morris and around the globe
Professor Emeritus of Education Craig Kissock's 48-year
history with the University of Minnesota came to a close this
spring with his retirement as a member of the UMM faculty. It
began on the Twin Cities campus in 1960, a year in which, he
thoughtfully remembers, he earned an Fin chemistry, an Fin
English, and academic probation. Illustrating his belief in "the
treasure of American education-one always has the opportunity
to return," Kissock regrouped and refocused. Although never
motivated by grades, learning fascinated him. Education became
his life calling-at UMM and around the globe.
In 1969, after earning a University of Minnesota bachelor of
science in history, a master of science in social studies curriculum
and instruction, and in the midst of a demanding doctorate
program, Kissock applied for a faculty position at the Morris
campus. His adviser, Dr. Bill Gardner, encouraged him, saying:
"There are ·good people out there in Morris." Attracted to the
opportunity to redesign the secondary education program with
Dean Hinmon and th·e late Arnie
Henjum, professors of education,
Kissock accepted the position.

preparation and provided skills and contacts to begin working on
a program at UMM. Two years later, UMM launched the Global
Student Teaching (GST) program.
Kissock credits a University of North Dakota colleague,
among others, with planting the seed for a second program. Many
countries, he learned, were looking for native English speakers to
assist in language development. He speculated that UMM students
could benefit from this need, serve others while experiencing
another culture and sharing their culture. Lin Bing and Yang Ji
Ling, visiting Chinese professors at UMM at the time, concurred.
From these conversations, The English Language Teaching
Assistant Program (EL TAP) grew.
Kissock acknowledges Continuing Education's partnership
and flexibility in making both the GST and EL TAP programs
possible. "The Continuing Education operation allowed
innovation for testing and trying that couldn't happen through
formal curriculum." He •also notes that Continuing Education
provides a fundamental component
in internationalizing the campusinternational students studying at
UMM.
"I'm very proud ofUMM's
study abroad statistics," states
Kissock. "More than 40 ·percent of our
graduating classes have studied abroad.
Only 76 universities in the entire
United States can claim 50 percent or
more."

Travel and education
intrinsically linked
Entwined with a passion for
pedagogy, curricula development,
and teaching competencies, Kissock
holds a fascination for travel. He
wonders if his grandparents explain
"the bug in his genes." On his father's
side, his grandparents were importers
A career of service
.of goods from China and India. On
Kissock enjoyed the
his mother's side, his grandparents,
interdisciplinary nature of the campus
Kissock, professor emeritus of education, outside community as programs and projects
both deaf, were teachers at Gallaudet
of Education, his professional home for 39 years
developed. "One lives the liberal
University. His grandfather traveled
the world with chalk and slate in hand
arts at UMM," he says. In the early
as means of communication.
1970s, Kissock, then Chancellor Jack Imholte, and Bert Ahem,
Innately, early in his career, Kissock knew that travel
professor of history, among others, through the "Training Teacher
and education were intrinsically linked. "Travel was even my
Trainers" program established the foundation that has become
motivation for the doctorate," remembers Kissock. "I was
today's Multi-Ethnic Student Program. In 1986, Kissock served
hoping it would be a ticket to international education." And it
on the team that created the Academic Assistance Center. In ·
was. Nigeria served as his first overseas destination in 1977.
1999, Kissock and others on the development team, _received the
He taught from 1978 until 1980 at Ahmadu Bello University in
University of Minnesota Technology Enhanced Innovation Award
Zaria, Nigeria, and served as a Fulbright Visiting Professor at
for creating the GenEdWeb program. From 1983 until 2003, he
the University of Zimbabwe in 1983 . Since his first trip abroad,
served as Division of Education chair. He is credited with securing
he's "crossed the Atlantic" more than 140 times for educational
more than $2 million in grant funding for the benefit ofUMM
opportunities.
students and faculty, programs and projects.
Reflecting on his 39-year career at UMM, Kissock states:
Study abroad programs launched at UMM
"Having colleagues around the world who consider me a friend
Junctures of place and people, "by the controlling factor of
and having an impact on the lives of students who use the
pure serendipity," relates Kissock, led to the creation ofUMM's
opportunities we have created at UMM are my personal and
first student study abroad programs. In 1987, he spent a yearlong
professional joys in life."
sabbatical as interim director of Minnesota State University
Moorhead's Student Teaching Abroad program. The experience
affirmed his belief in the value of cultural awareness in teacher
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Author Doug Leonick guides leaders to a place of understanding
In Moral Intelligence, Doug Leonick and co-author Fred Kiel
employ the image of a compass to illustrate their message. They
assert that leaders who follow a path of integrity, responsibility,
compassion, and forgiveness-a moral compass-seek a life
destination, a powerful place of understanding, which leads to
personal and professional satisfaction, and success. Leonick writes
to inspire actualization in readers-and in self. A recent discernment
points him in the direction of Morris, back to UMM, to complete a
degree long suspended by a rewarding vocational journey.

As a "developer of people," Leonick flourished in his career.
"I was the most unde_r-educated person on the senior management
team," says Leonick with a hint of amazement. Nurturing his
talent, American Express arranged for a personal tutor through
the Harvard Executive Program, flying him to sessions in the
company jet. "I have a lot of education," he remarks, "but no
formal degree."

An "entrepreneurial hippie"
Leonick arrived at UMM in the fall of 1970, ready to play
football- offensive center-and to embark on a challenging
academic experience. He
planned to pursue teaching and
coaching, but the self-described
"entrepreneurial hippie" decided
to explore the world of business
at the Carlson School of
Management on the Twin Cities
campus.
"My two years at
UMM were critical in my
development," reflects Leonick.
"The early 1970s was a time of
enlightenment, of challenging
wisdom and values. UMM set
the foundation for me to 'get
ahead."'
Various companies
recruited the full-time student,
who also worked at Time
Life Books. Eventually, he
succumbed to IDS (fonnerly
American Express and now
Ameriprise Financial Services),
accepting employment just
one quarter shy of completing
a degree. "It would have been nice to have finished then, but my
career went very well," Leonick states.

"Credibility crisis" paves the way
In the early 1990s, Lennick and colleague Jim Mitchell
developed the Emotional Competence Program for American
Express. Their work in the area of emotional intelligence led
to the research and writing of Moral Intelligence, a nine-year
collaboration with Kiel. Released in 2005, the book
has been published in eight different languages with
two additional translations in progress. Leonick, a
founding member ofLennick Aberman Group, a
consulting firm, travels the world speaking on moral
intelligence, a topic that captivates him and bis
audiences.
"In 1980s and 1990s," shares Leonick,
"morality was an off-limits topic, politically
incorrect. But the word came back with ' the
Enrons' of the world. The ' credibility crisis' paved
the way for our book."
Kiel and Lennick's research on moral
intelligence is rooted in neuroscience, psychology,
and human behavior, not religious or social
expectations. They 'marry' two differentiating
competencies, emotional and moral , by asking:
"Why do people do what they do? Can people
become who they want to be?
·"Absent moral intelligence, organizations
cannot be sustained," states Leonick. In successful
organizations, "star performers stand up for what is
right." He adds: "It is interesting to note that clients
get more value from integrity than intelligence.
Responsible people are inspiring. They know that
acting in the best interest of their customers is also in their best
interest."

Exploring leadership:
developing people
As a registered financial representative, Lennick began
his career selling investments and insurance. His performance
and abilities led to early and frequent promotions. At 23, he
became a district manager with responsibilities for training new
employees. "I've been interested in leadership roles all my life,"
states Leonick. "I like helping people grow. I'm interested in their
success. By helping others, I help myself."
Early days in his career set the stage for Lennick's growing
interest in not only leadership skills but also the qualities of good
leaders. He focused on four attributes necessary for success: an
understanding of the field; good communication abilities; strong
coping skills; and grounding in the perception of right and wrong.

Letting go and moving on
The Moral Competency Inventory included in Moral
Intelligence offers leaders the opportunity to reflect on their own
moral compass and traits necessary for self-actualized individuals
and the organizations they represent.
"For example," shares Leonick. 'Tm serving on the
Chancellor' s Advisory Board at UMM. Innovation will be key to
UMM's advancement. But with innovation will come mistakes.
It's part of the process. The ability to let go and move on sustains
success."
Embodying "let go" sensibility, Leonick bolds no regrets for
the educational path be traveled. That frees him to trace his way
back to the place he started, to serve and to seek the completion of
a UMM management degree. He finds personal pleasure in both.
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Bob: Gay Hall, Spooner, Spooner, Indy. Campus life was
awesome. Everything I could possibly need was close at hand:
good friends, stimulating activity, all the food I could eat, quiet
places to study. The campus culture valued learning.

What are your favorite places on campus?
Mary: HF A- the spiral staircase to the light booth convinced
me to attend Morris. I remember the time spent rehearsing and
hanging out and just looking at the different lighting in that
building. Oyate-I studied there late into the nights with friends .
Pomme de Terre- the only water around and not that far of a walk.
Bob: Humanities was my favorite. I studied there late at night,
because nobody ever kicked me out or told me I couldn't be there.
Brian Lopez ' 93 would study in the same building. Periodically,
we would take a break, talking about whatever we were studying.
Fascinating guy-super bright, affable.

Mary '95 and Bob McDonald '92
reminisce on the value of place
During the UMM days of Mary Banks McDonald '95 and Bob
McDonald ' 92, the Student Center was new and the new science
building was a future aspiration. Today, a wind turbine spins
on the ridge, Cougars play in Big Cat Stadium, and the biomass
facility is a reality. But many campus aspects remain the same.
Students gravitate toward social spots and seek quiet study spaces.
The town of Morris encircles campus, and the steady Pomme de
Terre River flows just beyond. Like many alumni , the McDonalds
hold this place fondly in their memories.
Was UMM similar or different to the place you grew up?
Bob: I grew up outside of Zumbrota, population 1,952 when I
graduated from high school in 1988. Morris was the "Big City."
My biggest adjustment was getting used to all of the people, but
Morris was great. By the time I graduated, I was ready for larger
communities. Not because Morris was too small, but because it
was safe and large enough to teach me that I could enjoy and be
successful in a larger setting. My second biggest adjustment was
discovering peers who were as excited about learning as I was.
Mary : I grew up in St. Paul and Stillwater. UMM was smaller
and certainly more rural, but the campus was welcoming and had
everything I needed. I loved walking anywhere and feeling safe
in Morris. I remember the movie theater with its one screen and
Don ' s milkshakes and French fries. I missed Mom ' s cooking, but
care packages from home certainly helped.

Where did you live when you attended UMM?
Mary: I lived in Spooner for two years and off campus for
two years. Spooner definitely made a difference in my campus
experience-proximity to other students who had similar (and
dissimilar) interests; Friday nights watching "Star Trek: The Next
Generation" and ordering pizza; playing cards in the lounge;
passing around cookie dough tubes on Saturday nights for those not
on dates. Connections made while living on campus are precious.

What's your response to UMM's current science facility?
Bob: The chemistry labs in the old science building were quaint
and stinky, the ventilation was poor. I swell with pride when I see
the new science building: kudos UMM!
What's the value of a liberal arts education, a·place like UMM?
Mary : A liberal arts education is essential in today ' s world. In
an increasingly global community, being able to think critically,
to have a range of experience, an openness to other cultures,
ideas, and views means being successful. Students who do
not experience these opportunities in a safe and supportive
environment will find themselves at a serious disadvantage
without a liberal arts background.
Bob: UMM was the perfect springboard into medicine, fami ly
medicine in particular. I like to think that medicine is the most
scientific of the arts and the most artistic of the sciences. My
liberal arts background is absolutely crucial to this worldview.

As you look back, did this place impact your lives?
Bob: Yes, a tremendous, positive impact. I met the love of my life
at UMM. I was valued and affirmed in ways I had never been nor
am likely to be again. I found a worldview that allowed me to find
joy in a rich and rewarding career.
Mary: Morris helped me create the woman I am today. I was
handed the keys to many doors, then supported and encouraged to
open and explore them all.

The McDonalds make their home in Duluth, where they enjoy
the natural beauty of the Northland. Bob attended the University
of Minnesota School of Medicine, Duluth and graduated from
University of Minnesota Medical School in 1996. He completed
his residency in Duluth, where he now practices family medicine.
Mary, an elementary education major and mathematics minor, is
a full-time student at the Duluth campus studying accounting and
finance. Illustrating a lifelong desire to learn, she shares: "I started
small with couple of basic accounting classes and got hooked."

a

Photo: Mary Banks McDonald '95 and Bob McDonald '92
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Brian Eberhardt '08 reflects on
"realness" of place and people
When Brian Eberhardt' s team won the Jeopardy review
game in Molecular Biology, Chris Cole, professor of
biology and pilot, rewarded them with a flight over campus,
community, and countryside. At 1,000 feet up, far above
science labs and Briggs Library, high over residence halls and
Education, Eberhardt, a 2008 graduate in biology, discovered
the exhilaration of flying and witnessed the panoramic splendor
of west central Minnesota. Eberhard will never forget the
experience or the educational setting it illustrates- a ·" realness"
of place and people.
A place where everybody belongs
Kelly Bierwerth '05, a cousin and fellow biology major,
encouraged Eberhardt to consider UMM as his higher
education choice. When he visited campus as a high school
student, he "fell in love with it- the perfect size, the perfect
atmosphere."
The City of Morris also caphired Eberhardt' s attention.
"The tree-lined roads, riverside parks, and nahlfal habitats
make Morris a dream location for any nature inclined
individual such as myself," shares Eberhardt. "It is a beautiful
and pure city in the heart of western Minnesota, a place that
makes you feel at home, even when your family is hundreds
of miles away. The beauty of the town and the campus is
unrivaled by anything I have seen, because it is real. It is a
place where everybody belongs."
Influenced by talented teacher/mentors at Woodbury High
School, Eberhardt arrived at UMM planning to become a
biology teacher. Supported and encouraged by his professors,
he achieved that educational goal. "I owe much of my success
to them," states Eberhardt. "One of the best things about this
campus is that the students and professors develop meaningful
relationships. Knowing professors on a personal level
influenced my ability and desire to learn. I sought guidance
and assistance from my professors, which they were more than
willing to provide."
He continues: "My adviser, Chris Cole, professor of
biology, and my senior seminar adviser, Tracey Anderson,
associate professor of biology, had a great impact on my
experience. In Professor Anderson' s Entomology class, my
favorite course, I caught and mounted insects in a collection
that will be a resource in my future classroom. I have had great
experiences with UMM professors, from all disciplines."
Discovering personal teaching style
A seventh grade life science practicum at Discovery
Middle School in Alexandria solidified Eberhardt's desire to
become a teacher. He student taught at Burnsville High School
(BHS) in the 10th grade biology classroom. "The time spent at
BHS was invaluable for my preparation in becoming a member
of the teaching profession," reflects Eberhardt. "I worked
with a diverse group of students, which challenged me to find
ways to connect to each student and teach in a way that would

Eberhardt '08 spent many hours studying with classmates in the
lower level of Briggs Library. It is his favorite place on campus,
because it holds mem_ories of his learning community.

utilize the strengths of each one. It helped me discover what
kind of teacher I want to be. I w<:>rked with two very competent
cooperating teachers, possessing their own unique teaching
styles from which I developed my own personal styles and
philosophies."
Outside of the classroom, Eberhardt was a member of
Science Sensations, a volunteer group that travels to area
elementary schools to perform science experiments and
demonstrations; participated in intramural sports; served as a
peer minister coordinator with Catholic Campus Ministry; and
spent many hours studying with fellow biology majors.
" We had a spot in the lower level of the library where we
would get together to work on assignments or study for tests.
Just thinking about that place makes me nostalgic for the times
when my classmates and I would work for hours on Organic
Chemistry problem sets or Molecular Biology lab reports," he
reminisces. " It sounds nerdy, I know, but those were the times
that I will remember forever, because we were a true community
of learners, reaching for a common goal, and helping one another
along the way."
Eberhardt received the 2008 William R. Scarborough
Memorial A ward, presented to outstanding seniors in the
education program. He will begin his career teaching eighth and
ninth grade science at Cottage Grove Junior High.
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Graduate Janice Lee's "green campus" research employs
green methods: renewable energy, recyclable products
During the summer of 2007, surrounded by lush green
fields of growing com, Janice Kyung Mee Lee '08 and facu lty
research partner Ted Pappenfus, associate professor of chemistry,
focused their scientific attention on a product central to successful
crop production in west central Minnesota. Pappenfus and Lee
successfully explored an environmentally friendly process for
producing ammonia.
Wind energy and recyclable solvents
One of the most highly produced inorganic chemicals in
the world, ammonia is used for ferti lizer, disinfectants, and as a
neutralizer for diesel emissions. Fossil fuels such as natural gas
and petroleum are burned in ammonia production. Pappenfus and
Lee's alternative production method features renewable energy
and recyclable products.
Shares Lee, "We used electricity from the wind
turbine, and we investigated recyclable solvents. Solvents
used in conventional production of ammonia are very
expensive, and they are discarded after use. We used a
room temperature ionic liquid. We were able to use it
over and over, which makes the process less expensive
and decreases waste. And, we had very positive
production quantities."

Lee 's contributions to the research partnership included
developing methods for the quantitative analysis of ammonia as
well as the design and use of electrochemical cells. She presented
her research in April 2008 at the national meeting of the
American Chemical Society (ACS) in New Orleans, Louisiana.
"When I started in chemistry at UMM," remembers Lee. "I
didn ' t think I' d be interested in research. But as I was exposed
to so many different areas of chemistry, it opened my eyes to all
the research opportunities. I' II be starting the doctor of pharmacy
program at the University of Minnesota College of Pharmacy this
fall. I want to be part of something bigger, to develop new drugs
and advance healthcare. I want to be part of progress."
Influenced by her father, a medical doctor, she hopes to
investigate natural products as effective medical treatments.
Trees and peace
A native of Daegu, Korea,
Lee arrived in the United States,
Wisconsin to be exact, as an
exchange student in her sophomore
year of high school. She comp leted
her postsecondary education at St.
Croix Lutheran High School in
St. Paul. UMM's reputation for an
excellent biochemistry program
and strong biology and chemistry
disciplines drew her to Morris.
"It was a culture shock when I first came to UMM,"
remembers Lee. "Daegu has a popu lation of3 .5 million people,
and St. Pau l is densely populated, too . But, I fell in love with the
trees and the peace in Morris."
Places where Lee and friends gathered on campus-Turtle
Mountain Cafe, Food Service, science labs, the mall- will be
remembered as favorites . "There are good memories here, there,
and everywhere on campus, especially the 'social' areas where
we stayed up late studying and had good times," she says.
A Scholar of the College, Lee received the 2008 spdf
Chemistry Award in recognition for outstanding scholarship,
service, and potential in the fie ld of chemistry. During her UMM
career, she was an active participant in the UMM ACS Chemistry
Club, which received Green Chapter status and a commendable
mention ACS Student Affiliates Chapter Award at the 2008
National ACS Conference. She was a member oflntervarsity
Chri.stian Fellowship and served as a Red Cross blood drive
vo lunteer.

Janice Kyung Mee Lee '08 invested much time and effort
in the chemistry labs during her UMM career, but "social"
places like the mall and Turtle Mountain Cafe stir her favorite
campus memories.
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Maria Brun '08: life changing moments in place and time
Places mark milestones on Maria
Brun' s personal timeline. A bus stop,
a classroom, an airport all reflect life
changing moments. And, places yet to be
experienced hold expectation and promise.

Campus visits
UMM didn't impress Brun on her
first campus visit. While the trip to
Morris energized her parents, the high
school junior didn 't connect with a quiet,
summertime campus. For her parents, she
returned for a second visit- and a totally
different experience meeting faculty and
students. It was starting to feel right. Yet,
she wondered about a place "way out there"
so dissimilar to her Robbinsdale home.
A bus stop encounter
Brun was accepted to UMM, but she
continued to question location. A chance
meeting quelled her uneasiness.
The summer after high school, Brun
rode the city bus to and from a Twin
Cities campus internship. One day, a
conversation began at the bus stop. "Where
are you going to college?" a fellow rider
asked. Brun shared her indecision, and
Sam Redman ' 05 smiled. He knew the
feeling. Recalls Brun, "He said, ' UMM is
a great school. You'll be fine. ' He told me
to send questions about UMM to him on
Facebook. It was a good sign."

First Year Seminar
The UMM opportunities Redman
described to her began as soon as Brun
arrived. Exploring Public Issues, her First
Year Seminar, changed Brun's worldview,
and the professor who taught the course
became her adviser, mentor, and faculty
research partner- Pareena Lawrence,
professor of economics.
"Pareena introduced us to the concept
of a ' marketplace of ideas,"' recalls Brun.
"She wanted us to explore all sides of a
public issue and form an educated opinion.
Her open mindedness caught my attention.
She respected many points of view, even
if she didn't agree. "
Research in India
Lawrence introduced Brun to the
country of her birth first through a joint
research project in 2006: "Advocating
for HIV/ AIDS in India: Success and

Pareena worried about Brun adjusting
to new surroundings. "I'm a bit 'intense,'
definitely Type A," shares Brun. "It was
my first time abroad-a language barrier,
Indian food, 120 degree temperatures.
But, the first morning I woke up in India, I
thought to myself, I'm OK here."
At first "star struck" by the novelty
of a new place, Brun gradually grasped
the reality of village life. She was moved,
not just by the poverty witnessed, but by
the people and by the passion fueling the
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
seeking to serve them.
"I felt inspired," shares Brun,
"especially by those faced with poverty
who didn't exhibit the mentality of being
poor. I fell in love with the Indian culture,
inherently good, and the expressive,
relational people. The experience changed
my life. I see where I fit in. I see where I
can really make a difference."

Graduate school in England
Brun will explore another new place
as she pursues a master of science in
development studies at the London School
of Economics, one of the most respected
economics programs in the world. She will
study political science, economics, and
sociology with a focus on India, where she
plans an NGO career after graduating.

Challenges." Their second
research project, "Women as
Policymakers: A case study
of Northern India," involved
fieldwork in India interviewing
village council chiefs, men and
women, during summer 2007.
"I vividly remember my
arrival at the airport," shares
Brun. "Customs was crowded
with thousands of people.
I wondered how I'd ever
find Pareena. Then, she just
appeared, waving and smiling
in the crowd."

Reflecting on place
"People do amazing things at UMM,"
reflects Brun, a 2008 Scholar of the
College and Chancellor' s Award recipient.
"They are empowered to take hold of
projects and ideas."
She adds: "As undergraduates, we
are fortunate to work side by side with
faculty . Professors like Barry McQuarrie
gave me confidence to try things outside
my comfort zone .. . like math! Professors
like Bill Hunt prepared me for India by
opening my mind, to think in new ways.
Researching and classes with Pareena were
life changing. She gave me recognition
as appropriate, but also taught me tough
life lessons. She's a powerful woman, a
wonderful role model."

Brun's two favorite places-India, where she conducted field studies,
and Lawrence's office, where she and her mentor worked on research
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Alex Carlson '08: master ro f two majors

Carlson

On stage, playing the part of hungry Truffaldino
in Servant of Two Masters , Alex Carlson ' 08, Cottage
Grove, scampered around the City of Venice fulfilling two
employers' wishes while attempting to conceal that he
received wages from both. High jinx and hilarity ensued.
Off stage, playing the role of student at the University of
Minnesota, Morris, he divided his energy as well, fulfilling
requirements for two disparate majors-economics and
theatre. But rather than comedic conflict and chaos, Carlson
found balance and academic satisfaction.

The stage-an invigorating campus space
Improvisation is Carlson's favorite style of acting. When he arrived on campus as
a first-year economics major, the first item on his "to-do list" was to join the studentrun Improv Troupe, which indirectly lead to his second major. Carlson remembers:
"An Improv friend, a theatre major, asked me to perform a role in one of his
projects, just one scene. I've been on UMM stages ever since."
Servant of Two Masters , performed in the Renaissance style Commedia
Dell' Arte and rooted in improvisation, holds a special place in Carlson's
theatre memories. He also performed in Cootie Shots, Merchant of Venice,
Crimes of the Heart, A Lie of the Mind, and, most recently, Seussical, in
which he played the Cat in the Hat, another improv opportunity.
"I'm especially proud to have been a part of Cootie Shots,"
states Carlson, "and I've enjoyed the opportunity to successfully
work with four talented directors: Ray Schultz,
associate professor of theatre;

Lawrence and Bart Finzel are top-notch.
They know the material, and they know
how to teach. " He also appreciates his
fellow economics majors, "fun students
who stick together in the midst of
struggles, usually found in the Imholte Hall
24-hour computer lab."
As a double major,
Carlson worried that study
abroad might not be possible
during his UMM career. But
in spring 2007, he worked
a short-term May session
into his academic schedule
and studied in England for
three weeks. He confirms:
"There's no better theatre
experience than attending
a Royal Shakespearean
production in the Globe
Theatre."
A Scholar of the College
honoree, Carlson received the
2007-08 Alice McCree Theatre
Scholarship. Classmates and faculty
chose him to receive the 2008 Curtis
H. Larson Award and to serve as the
Class of 2008 ' s commencement speaker.
During his UMM career, Carlson was
nominated for four Kennedy Center
American College Theatre Festival
acting awards and presented at the
regional conference in 2006 and
2007. He served as Improv Club
president and Unusual Suspects
Improv Troupe co-chair.

Siobhan
Bremer, assistant professor
of theatre, Brenna Jones, guest
director; and Kimberly Glover Garnradt
'02, visiting professor. I've appreciated their
individual styles."
Just as his theatre involvement
flourished at UMM, so did Carlson's
economics studies.

The airwaves
Before he moves on to a
new place and new opportunities
in graduate school next year,
Carlson will perform one more
role in Morris as a KMRS
on-air personality. Tune your
radio dial to 1230 AM each
afternoon for news, weather,
sports, and, perhaps, a bit of
1mprov.

The economics classroom
Introduced to the field in high
school, Carlson came to UMM with
high expectations-all fully realized.
"The economics professors at UMM
are amazing," says Carlson. "Pareena

Photo from right: On stage, one of
his favorite places, Alex Carlson
'08, Cottage Grove, as Truffaldino
with Jenna Reiser '10, Bismarck,
North Dakota, as Smeraldina in a
Servant of Two Masters
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Alumni association invests

Greetings from Ca~la Riley '85, director
philosophically and financially
of alumni relations and annual giving

in UMM's carbon neutral goal

A recent headline in the local newspaper
caught my attention: "Putting Morris
on the map." My interest grew as I
learned that Alex Anderson, a student
at the University of Minnesota, Morris,
is working with the Morris Chamber
of Commerce to create a Google map
of the city. The completion of this
project will result in the town of Morris,
and consequently, the University of
Minnesota, Morris being easier to locate and navigate.
This is a commendable effort, and I am in favor of whatever
leads hungry minds to UMM's doorstep. In addition to
helping people locate Morris and UMM on a map, I can't
help but wish that these efforts might also reflect the very
essence of Morris and ofUMM so that people might realize
the distinctiveness of this place. If only the benefits of small
town living, coupled with the assets of a major university in
its midst, could be determined by perusing a map! Equally
illusive would be illustrating the uniqueness ofUMM within
the larger University of Minnesota system.
Some might even contend that despite the brick and mortar
and the ground upon which it rests, UMM cannot be confined
to a mere convergence of latitude and longitude. They may
argue that as much as it is a physical place, it is also an
experience-an experience that they could not have had at
any other place. Those ofus who enjoyed the unique UMM
experience will remember that while we studied here, we were
not only invited but encouraged to question, to challenge, to
participate, to respect. And, best of all, when we left UMM,
we were able to take it all with us. Our alumni can be found in
cities and countries across the globe. Does it not follow then
that UMM is everywhere and therefore impossible to pinpoint
on a Google map?
I have no doubt that the efforts of Morris's good Chamber of
Commerce and UMM student Alex will show the community
and the UMM campus on an up-to-date and top-notch Google
map. If you are an alum of this remarkable place, I encourage
you to share your story so that others may decide to "google"
Morris and find their way to UMM as you once did.
Please mark your calendars now for Homecoming 2008. Many
fun-filled activities are being planned for the weekend of
October 3-5. Check the alumni relations Web site and watch
your mail this summer for Homecoming details.
Feel free to contact me with questions, concerns, or just to say
hello! I always enjoy hearing from alumni and can be reached
at rileycj @morris.urnn.edu or 320-589-6394.

To "kick start" UMM ' s carbon neutral goal, the UMM
Alumni Association (UMMAA) Board of Directors designated
funding from the UMMAA Impact Fund for carbon credit
purchases to offset carbon emissions produced by UMM 's campus
service fleet, a significant percentage of which are hybrids. Carbon
credits are generated from hydroelectricity, wind, and biomass
projects, energy efficiency projects, and reforestation projects.
"The UMM carbon credit project is something we can all be
very proud of," states Deb Carlson '72, UMMAA president. "In a
very tangible way, we are demonstrating to others that small acts
compounded make a big difference."
With a wind turbine providing electricity and a biomass
faci lity providing heating and cooling, UMM' s fossil fuel
consumption will dramatically decrease. The planned construction
of a second turbine at nearby West Central Research and Outreach
Center will also advance UMM's goal of energy self-sufficiency
and carbon neutrality by the year 2010. In the future , UMM may
have the ability to _generate carbon credits for other entities.

Class of 2008 legacy project:
disc golf course for campus and community
Thanks to the Class of 2008, UMM and Morris now boast
a new opportunity for recreation-a disc golf course located at
Pomme de Terre Park. In cooperation with the City of Morris, the
course is a gift from 2008 graduates, who were supported in their
fundraising efforts by donations from community organizations,
individuals, and the UMM Alumni Association.
"We are thrilled that the City has been so cooperative and
willing to contribute the labor to install the course," shares
Eagan Heath ' 08, project coordinator. "And pleased that so many
incredible donors came through so quickly. "
Plan to bring a disc to Homecoming 2008 and play in the
tournament. All skill levels welcome.

From left: Disc golf course committee members Eagan Heath
'08, Jenny Wermerskirchen '08, and Michael Peterson '08
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Young alumni learn, volunteer, and enjoy each other's company
During the 2007-08 academic year, young alumni gathered
to learn about new places, to volunteer for children in countries
around the world, and to enjoy each other' s company in a variety
of locations, including a place they all share, Morris.

Study abroad gathering
In Apri l 2008, young alumni, current students, and faculty
gathered to share study abroad and travel tales at Maggiano's
Little Italy .in Edina. Pareena Lawrence, professor of economics,
Janet Schrunk Ericksen, associate professor of English; and
Sarah Buchanan, associate professor of French, and their students
provided a short presentation on study abroad opportunities in
India, England, France, and Morocco.
Feed My Starving Children service project
Young alumni from the Twin Cities area gathered in
Brooklyn Park in March 2008 at the
nonprofit Feed My Starving Children, an
organization that sends packaged meals to
hungry children in more than 50 different
countries. The UMM group packaged
6,696 meals that evening.
Social gatherings
Jeff '99 and Kristen Lamberty ' 00
hosted a casual potluck for young alumni
from the Morris area in November 2007.
In October 2007, young alumni
enjoyed an evening at the Brave New
Workshop in Minneapolis. The social
gathering included a performance of
YouTube: This Company Loves Misery .
Planning is underway for Young
Alumni events for the 2008-09 academic

year. On Thursday, October 16, 2008, young alumni will be invited
to an educational seminar on home buying. On Thursday, March
12, 2009, young alumni volunteers will package meals at the
nonprofit Second Harvest Heartland. Both events will be held in the
Twin Cities area.

Feed My Starving Children volunteers, front row from left: Tim
Pearson '05, Sandra Castro-Pearson '05, Jimmie Henderson
'05, Erin Schellin '05, young alumni program associate. Middle
row: Alison Helm '05, Sarah Lauhead '04, Rebecca Meyer '06,
Jayson Babier, Drew Jaeger, Jenny Schmitz '03, Julia Theisen
Kloehn '03, and Ashley Kloehn '05. Back row: Eric Bass '98,
Evan Hawkins '05, Mike Doucette '04, Amanda Hyde '05,
Jeffery Stewart '02, Kristin Larson '03, Breana Hoese-Hettver
'02, Sarah Coleman '03, Jessica Phillips '97. Not pictured:
VictQria Pyan '07

Reserve UP. tQf
kets, limited availability, y n
July 11, 2001J.
,
Jidn Schellin, program associate,
at 320-589-6o67, or schellln@morris.umn.equ, or
www.morris.umn.edu/alumnijalumniRelatio
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UMM Alumni Association facilitates -relationships and networking
Mark your calet1dars for UMMAA evettts!
New York Alumni Dinner Party
Tuesday, July 15, 2008, 6 p.m., The View,
Marriott Marquis Times Square, 1535 Broadway, New York
UMM at the St. Paul Saints
Wednesday, July 23, 2008, 4 p.m. tailgating, 7:05 p.m. game
Midway Stadium, St. Paul
St. Cloud Area Alumni Gathering
Tuesday, August 26, 2008, 5:30 p.m. until 7:30 p.m., Mi Famiglia,
912 The Regency on West Saint Germain Street, St. Cloud
Homecoming 2008-Survivor
Friday, October 3 through Sunday, October 5, 2008
University of Minnesota, Morris
Young Alumni Home Buying Educational Seminar
Thursday, October 16, 2008, 6 p.m.
Eagan Community Center, 1501 Central Parkway, Eagan
UMM at the Guthrie Theatre
Saturday, December 6, 2008, 11:30 a.m.
818 South Second Street, Minneapolis

Young Alumni Service Project
Thursday, March 12, 2009, 5 p.m.,
Second Harvest Heartlan 1140 Gervais Ma:Qlewood

The University of Minnesota, Morris Alumni Association,
(UMMAA) represented by a 12-member board, strives to
nurture and grow relationships among alumni and to facilitate
opportunities for alumni to strengthen their commitment to UMM.
The board oversees UMMAA ventures in collaboration with the
Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving. Highlights abound
from the past academic year.
During 2007-08, the "On the Road" program made its way
around the country visiting alumni north, south, east, and west of a
shared place of commencement. A Guthrie gathering in December
and the annual Midwinter event in February, both in Minneapolis,
celebrated winter as only can be done in cold locals-with the
warmth of friendships . Social opportunities allow board members
and staff to interact with the alumni they serve.
The board also oversees gifts, gratefully received, to the
Alumni Annual Fund. Each year, the board earmarks areas of
its budget to the spring/summer and winter issues of Profile,
a collaborative project between UMM External Relations and
the UMMAA. They direct dollars to student support, alumni
gatherings such as Homecoming, and new programming such
as the Young Alumni Program. Social networking and service
opportunities organized for young alumni have been very
successful, and more are planned for the upcoming year.
The UMMAA encourages alumni to contribute not only
financial gifts but also time and talent. A volunteer network
coordinates the gifts of alumni who wish to serve as mentors, to
serve fellow alumni in areas of career advice, relocations, etc.,
or/and to serve the institution with legislative lobbying efforts.
Get involved! Mark your calendars for the next event!

UMMAA Board of Directors, front row from left: Debra Carlson '72, Juli Wagner '98, Jessica Phillips '97. Back row: Howie
Hecht '92, Tony Schuster '02, Jim Mahoney '85, Dennis Gimmestad '73, Brian Ulrich '98. Not pictured: Leesa Beal '82, Timothy
Frischmon '89, Kathi Hedstrom '82, Chris Wenner '99
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A message from Deb Carlson '72
president of the UMMAA
As a transplant to the blow-sand
flats and Christmas tree farms of
Sherburne County, my senses do not
yet fully recognize my current physical
surroundings as an important place, even
though my husband and I have lived
there, a delightful location as beautiful
as a wildlife sanctuary, for 20 years.

"On the Road" program visits Duluth
-next stop New York, New York
UMM alumni gathered in locations around the country during
the past academic year through the "On the Road" program.
The UMM Alumni Association sponsored events in Sioux Falls,
Boston, Mesa, Tucson, Duluth, and Washington, D.C.
"We' ve been so pleased to meet alumni during the ' On the
Road ' social gatherings and dinners," states Carla Riley, director
of alumni relations and annual giving. "Sharing stories and talking
about UMM with fellow alumni is a heartwarming and energizing
opportunity. Many thanks to the UMMAA Board of Directors for
supporting this project."
"On the Road" locations for 2008-09 include New York,
St. Cloud, Seattle, Mesa, Rochester, Milwaukee.
Photo from left: Tina Tidrick '92, Maddy Maxeiner '76, associate
vice chancellor for external relations, Curt Teberg '70, and Ivan
Hobnstadt '87 attended the Duluth event in June 2008.

But driving through the areas where
I grew up, Pope County and Douglas County, or through
Stevens County to Morris, I experience a visceral reaction
to the glacial hills and valleys, to the small lakes and prairie
potholes. As if the terrain were encoded into my DNA, my
eyes reward my being with the sensation of home. Childhood
memories come flooding back: swimming in little lakes with
friends, learning to pull bloodsuckers off of our toes; roaming
around in sloughs and groves; becoming skilled at identifying
plants and animals. And when I reach Morris and UMM,
my stored sensory information recalls rich memories like
Louie's Lower Level, a smoky, buzzing, welcoming place,
conversational and relational, where friends hung out and
stories were told.
We learn about place through multiple intelligences. We read,
write, solve problems, calculate numbers, build, create, move,
touch, listen, develop friendships, discuss in groups, reflect,
and involve our selves with and in the natural world.
At a place called the University of Minnesota, Morris, the
virtue of those many ways of learning
and knowing is revealed through
engagement with outstanding faculty,
caring administrators, helpful staff, and
some of the best friends one makes in
a lifetime. UMM is a place of welcome
and opportunity, where one's gifts
are put to excellent use and gratefully
received.

Washington, D.C. alumni gathering, front row from left: Bas Van Doorn, Angie Bos
'01, Jelena Kmezic '03, Raebel Leatham '94. Back row: Christopher La Londe '73,
Cody Speketer '04, Jenn Marciante, Jennifer Kelzenberg '05, Lorna Notscb '94, Joel
Pagliarello '91, Melinda Pagliarello, Nathan Mork '00
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When we graduate, we leave campus
as individuals but with a profound
sense of belonging. The UMM Alumni
Association, through its projects and
its programs, builds on our shared
history on the UMM campus, creating
new friendships and deepening old.
On behalf of the UMMAA Board of
Directors, I invite alumni to share
in these opportunities, to become
involved, and to cherish the memories
of this place, the University of
Minnesota, Morris.
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Class NOtes.__________
Class of '64
Judy Bogie McDonough writes: "I was a member of the charter
UMM class and spent two years on campus. I transferred and
graduated with a teaching degree from Moorhead State College.
I am retired and live in the west central area. I continue to
follow the news of alumni and the current accomplishments and
activities ofUMM through e-mails and published information.
Being one of the first to_'experience' UMM has always been very
special. I have great pride in this school. Best wishes to all."
David Moe writes: "I am semi-retired and a regular columnist for
the Norwegian American Weekly, the only Norwegian American
newspaper remaining in the United States. It is owned by the
Norwegian American Foundation, and they have purchased both
the Wester Viking of Seattle and the Norway Times of New York. "
Don Sherman, Gloria Koehl '68, Kevin Flicker '74, Jess
Larson '92, Theresa Peper '93, and Ann Barber '97 artwork
was presented in the UMM Gallery in an exhibit titled "Artwork
from Past and Present."
Class of '65
Ken and Kathy Gronwold Kollodge '67 moved their home and
business 1,300 miles from Fairbanks, Alaska, to be "up north"
in Minnesota. They operate the Kollodge Gallery, a second
floor, loft gallery in Duluth's Canal Park showing Ken's fine art
photography and Kathy's paintings. They invite all alumni to stop
by and say hello when visiting Duluth. The gallery address is 310
South Lake A venue.
Class of '67
Kathryn Fluegel Friedrich, Bloomington, passed away in
February 2008.
Class of '68
Gary Lickfett writes: "Travel opportunities abound with adult
children in Irvine, California; Fort Smith, Arkansas; and Mount
Pleasant, Michigan. When not on the
road, I divide my time between consulting
in industrial hygiene and safety, and
volunteering on the board of directors for
Danville Light Opera, which concluded this
season with a presentation of The Music
Man . Volunteers are always welcomed!"

------'compiled by Ashley Johnson ' 08 , New Richmond , Wisconsin

scholarships. He directs the program and is recruiting students
and planning the program that emphasizes learning communities.

Class of '69
Lorlee Bartos was 1 of 12 winners in the National Park Service
National Historic Landmarks Photo Contest. Her photo is included
in a calendar from the National Park Service. View photo at:
www.nps.gov/nero/nhlphoto/2007 honorablementions.htrn.
Bill Salisbury, St. Paul, received the Graven Award from the
Minnesota Journalism Center. The award recognizes contributions
to excellence in the journalism profession. Salisbury is a St. Paul
Pioneer Press political writer and a senior member of the capitol
press corps.
Class of '71
Robert Dalager, during Pheasants Forever's 25th anniversary
year, was recognized as the first president of the Stevens County
chapter. He also served on the national board of directors. Dalager
is an attorney in Morris.
Bruce Johnson, who spent 10 years at Hanna-Barbera Productions,
helped launch the Cartoon Network and is cofounder and president
of PorchLight Entertainment. The family friendly production
company launched "Animalia" on PBS in January 2008.
Class of '72
Anita Matushak Gallagher, Forest Lake, passed away in 2004.
Bruce Miller and Chris Fullerton '75 started their sixth year
of operating Sleeping Bear Coffee in Stone Lake, Wisconsin.
Chris manages the espresso and bakery cafe, and Bruce is the
star "barista." Bruce is also membership director for Minnesota
Farmers Union in St. Paul.
Audrey Bjerkaas Suker visited campus representing
AmeriCorps/Serve Minnesota in April 2008.

Bruce Moen, Willmar, passed away in
March 2008.
Jimmy Winter, Little Rock, Arkansas,
with several faculty members at the
University of Arkansas at Little Rock,
received a $580,000 National Science
Foundation grant for five years to establish
a Science Scholars Program and to award

GaryDonovan,directorofcareerservices,
and Audrey Bjerkaas Suker '72
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Class of '73
Steve and Sue Rosenberg Aagesen retired
from teaching biology and would love to
hear from old classmates. Contact them at
saagesen@hotmail.com.
Class of '75
Ivalou Thorstad Moll is living and
teaching in Woodbridge, Virginia. She has
three children: Scott (31), Andrew (24),
and Christopher (18). She writes: "Come
visit! I am about 30 minutes from D.C.
Minnesota is God's country, but I never
thought I'd be interested in history and
VA's got plenty of that!"
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Pam Pastorek Stevens, Sartell, completed
the Madison Ironman TriathJon-2.4-mile
swimming, 112-mile biking, and 26.2-mile
running- in September 2007.

Class of '81
Dennis Koslowski owns Koslowski
Chiropractic, Inc. and serves as the
Minnesota Vikings' chiropractor.

Class of '82
Stephen Peterson writes: "I still live in
Mary Dickman Warner writes: "Husband
Bloomington, Illinois, and work for State
Farm Insurance. I have four children:
Dennis and I have been married for 25
Jennife r, who is in graduate school at the
years and have two college-age children. I
University of Wisconsin, Madison; Teresa,
have worked for the USDA-Farm Service
Agency in Blue Earth for 25 years. "
who is at Illinois State; Kevin, a junior
in high school ; and Christine, an eighth
grader. Wife Mary and I are coming up on
Class of '83
our 30th anniversary in July. The last few
Chris Dallager is a sales representative
Kevin '84 and Linda Gravlin Driessen '85 for Burnsville Toyota.
years I' ve had the opportunity to travel
to Spain, Austria, Gennany, Malaysia,
Cambodia, and Bali. I'd love to hear
Class of '84
Kevin and Linda Gravlin Driessen '85, visited campus with
from any UMMers in the central Illinois area. " Contact him at
speter022 l @verizon.net.
daughter Courtney, a prospective student who was invited to
attend the Community of Scholars event.
Class of '76
Charlene "Charlie" Lynn Gray, Snellman, passed away in
December 2007.
Nancy Brown Helsper, Morris, writes:
"My fa mily- full ofUMM gradsce lebrated a wedding last August for our
oldest son Jordan Bohm '01 and bride
Jackie Scheve '04. Middle son Ramsay
Bohm '05 was best man and attended
with his significant other Amanda Leroux
'02. In May 2008, Jackie graduated from
medical school in Cleveland and youngest
son Nick Mooney' 12 graduated from
Hancock High School."
Class of ' 77
Steven "Skip" Sherstad, Willmar, passed
away in February 2008.
Class of '79
Gerald Hoffman retired from the Morris
Post Office in July 2007 and lives on
an Alexandria area lake. With his son
Christopher Hoffman '96 and daughterin-law Staci, he sells real estate with Chain
of Lakes Realty in Alexandria. He would
love to hear from men's chorus singers
fro m 1970-72. Contact hjm at
gerald_ karen_ hoffrnan@hotmail.com.
Class of '80
William Neuenfeldt works for ASC
International , a leading manufacturer of
bench top optical-based 3D solder paste
inspection systems.

A family of UMMers
Jim and Darlene Smith of Jackson have a claim to fame! Their six children are all
alumni. Pictured in the front row from left are parents Jim and Darlene, and Jennifer Smith
Heath ' 95, elementary education. In the back row are Warren '77, economics; Tim '79,
geology, earth science; Jim ' 81 , history; Ted ' 83, political science; and Dan ' 87, political
science, elementary education.
The family also boasts three alumni daughters-in-law. Warren is married to Anne
Koeneke Smith '77, and Dan is married to Laurie Larson Smith ' 86. Jim is married to
Shelly Bauman Smith '81.
Son Jim, a lieutenant colonel with the Army 407 Civil Affairs, Fort Snelling, is
currently stationed in Tikrit, Iraq. He was awarded a Bronze Star for discovering a cache
of Taliban weapons and explosives during a tour of duty in Afghanistan in 2003-04.
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Terri Filipi Moore writes: "I've been married for 21 years to
Jeff, a high school teacher. We live in rural Minnesota on a hobby
farm with our son, daughter, various pets, and animals. Jeff and I
are ministers of the Word of God and do much traveling to speak
and teach."
Kristin Peterson, Eagan, is the principal/art director of Grand
Ciel Design, Inc. , which celebrated its 11th year in business. The
company creates branding and marketing solutions for a wide
range of clients, from mid-sized to small businesses, startups, and
nonprofits. You can visit the site at www.grandciel.com. She is
also a travel agent.
Class of '85
Andrea Beard Conrath was recently recognized for 20 years in
federal service including a three-year stint in the United Stat~s
Army after college graduation. She has been a biologist in the
Environmental Protection Agency's office of pesticide programs
in Washington, D.C., for 18 years. Home life keeps her and
husband Bart (married eight years in May) busy with twin boys
Griffin and Torrin (4), and daughter Annika (2). Andrea would
love to hear from old friends especially if
in the D.C./Baltimore area! E-mail her at
andrea@contrath.com.

Class of '89
Tim Drake, St. Joseph, a senior writer with the Catholic National
Register, documented Pope Benedict XVI's visit to the United
States. He has published three books and written 600 articles.
Dan Elhard is boy 's basketball head coach at Grand Rapids High
School.
Todd Hyde writes: "My family and I decided after many years
in the Southwest (Phoenix/Las Vegas) we would finally give
Minnesota a try ... so this past fall we relocated back to the Twin
Cities and enjoyed our first full winter Uoy). We very much look
forward to becoming more involved with UMM and catching up
with old friends. Please feel free to send me an e-mail." Contact
Todd at toddhyde@mac.com.
Class of '90
Martha Martenson moved from near Palm Springs, California,
to Kennebunkport, Maine. She works at Anthem, Blue Cross/
Blue Shield in Portland as a multiple area customer service
representative and is tickled to have her 40th birthday in such an
incredible area of the country!

Venetia Miller, Tougaloo, Mississippi,
received the 2007-08 Tougaloo College
Teaching Award. She also won the
Jane Hagedon Jost, Deb McNeill Alberts
Teaching-Research Award along with
'87, Dave Hofland '87, and Shaun
her department. In February 2008, Miller
McNally '99 are teachers at Chokioreceived the faculty Higher Education
Alberta High School, recently named to
Appreciation Day Working for Academic
the 2008 US. News & World Report list of
Excellence award from the state legislature.
America' s Best High Schools.
She was recognized in the senate and
was honored by Lieutenant Governor
Lynette Hansen Shafer, Austin, passed
Phil Bryant for excellence in service and
away in February 2008.
Sue Bassiago '87 and John Hovren '87
contributions to higher education for 15
attended the 2008 Midwinter Gathering
years. She recently graduated from the
Kelly O'Brien Weger writes: "I live with
in the Twin Cities.
Parents for Public Schools Leadership
my daughter, Jennifer (6), in Revelstoke,
Institutes and conducts workshops across
British Columbia, Canada. She is an avid
the district regarding student learning styles and arts integration in
skier, and we spent her winter school break at the newly opened
the curriculum along with her full-time job.
Revelstoke Mountain Resort. I invite UMMers to contact me at
kellyoweger@hotmail.com if you plan a holiday in the area."
Mark Shelstad and wife Kimberly traveled to Guigang, China,
Class of '86
in July 2007 to finalize the adoption of daughter Yi Yan. Mark
writes: "She 's a blessing to have with our family, and we hope the
Sue Baker Dieter, Morris, participated in the Barnes-Aastad
New Year brings peace."
Association's annual lobbying trip to Washington, D.C.
Karen Wiese-Thompson performed in The Importance ofBeing
Ernest at the Pendulum Theatre in St. Paul in January 2008 and
in Last of the Red Hot Lovers at the Pioneer Place in St. Cloud in
March 2008. In June, she appears in Robber Bridegroom at the
Minneapolis Musical Theatre, and in July and August, she plays
characters in Laughter on the 23rd Floor and The Music Man at
the Paul Bunyan Playhouse in Bemidji.

Class of '91
Amy Lorentzen Bailey writes: "I have been married to Michael
Bailey (who is from New Zealand) for nearly six years, and we
live in Anchorage, Alaska. I worked as a bilingual tutor for the
Anchorage school district for 11 years, and I am now a stay-athome mom. We have two daughters: Estella, born August 2005,
and Bronwyn, born December 2007."

Class of '87
Deanne Francis Weiskopf serves on the Prior Lake School
Board.

Shelly Hilk Barber lives in Charlotte, North Carolina, and has
worked at the Bank of America in human resources for six years.
Son Andrew, born October 2008, joins three older siblings:
Jonathan, Matthew, and Anna.
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Peter Lindbloom, Milaca, and wife Fawn have two children.
Peter is an emergency medicine physician assistant at Mille Lacs
Health System in Onamia and director of emergency services
responsible for the emergency department, urgent care, and
ambulance service. Lindbloom, who continues to practice twothirds time, was also appointed by the Minnesota commissioner
of health to the state trauma advisory council as the rural midlevel
representative. The Minnesota Academy of Physician Assistants
named him 2008 Physician Assistant of the Year.
Carl Lipke writes: "Even if only to add a few spins to everyone's
grave someday .. .I just finished my master of divinity degree from
Bethel Seminary, with a concentration in children ' s and family
ministries and Greek. Yes, you read that correctly . .. Greek! I'm in
my sixth year as the children's pastor at my church here in Iowa,
after leaving an executive camp director job with the YMCA. All
goes well with wife Amy, and our four kids : Dara (15), Cammie
(14), Sam (11), and Kristian (5). Oh, yeah, and our two hunting
labs! Hope and pray all is well with everyone. God Bless!"
Duane Remer, Olivia, works with United Financial Service
Association in agricultural lending. Wife Julie is a dietitian at
Willmar Public Schools. They have four children: Mary (8), John
(7), Paul (5), and Jacob (1) .
Class of '92
Tom Howden was duct taped to a wall for a fundraiser for Morris
Area High School's first robotics team. The duct tape held for one
and one half minutes.

Rachel Leatham, Alexandria, Virginia, is a foreign service
officer at the U.S . Department of State and will be working on
international development issues in the Asia region next fall. She
would love to catch up with UMMers passing through D.C.!
Class of '95
Deborah Watson-Hill, Matteson, Illinois, married James
Hill in November 2005. They welcomed baby Oriah Odessa
in November 2007. Watson-Hill is a second grade teacher at .
Cullen Elementary in Chicago. She is working on a doctorate
degree in educational leadership at DePaul University. James
works for the Chicago Transit Authority. Contact Deborah at
deborahwatson30@yahoo.com
Jami Yurek Hoium is in her ninth year coaching high school
girls' track in Hudson, Wisconsin. The team won the 2007 state
championship.
Jana Voss, Lino Lakes, recently welcomed home a new set of
really keen dish towels. Please e-mail to voice your jealousy at
crazyrocklady@comcast.net.
Class of '96
Jason Hutchison, Minneapolis, writes : "I married a wonderful
woman, Jessica, in August, purchased a home in Minneapolis in
September, and fought constant ice dam battles in December. I
practice law in the Twin Cities and can be reached at
jthutch@gmail.com."

Kimberly Jones, Chicago, Illinois,
writes: "I quit my job last summer and
traveled to Mexico (in the Michoacan
State). In the fall, I campaigned for
Obama in Iowa. In February, after
~pending 15 years as a nonprofit arts and
education administrator and fundraiser,
I became a banker. I am now a business
development officer with Shorebank, in
their nonprofit and foundation banking
division. Look me up on LinkedIN or
e-mail kjones 1969@excite.com."
Stacy Bakker Vanderwerf, Andover,
passed away in February 2008.
Class of '93
Tony Hurni is an account executive at
WCLO/WJVL radio.
Ann Michels appeared in Joseph and
the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat at
the Chanhassen Dinner Theatre.
Class of '94
Elicia Brust Bechard married Kevin
Bechard in June 2007. They reside in
Richfield and are loving life.

Erin Osborn McLain '96 hosted a gathering of UMM alumni and future UMMers on
St. Patrick's Day in Ham Lake. Front row from left: Luke Wolfe '28, Sam Wolfe '26,
Noah Wolfe '97, Bennett Frodermann '28, Katie Jacques Frodermann '96, Analise
Frodermann '26, Mike Larsen '97, Tommy Larsen '29, Josh Witte '26, Cathy Davidson
Witte '97, Lauren McLain '28, Erin Osborn McLain '96, Conner McLain '29, Luke
McLain '97, Brenna McLain '26, Tanya Peterson '96. Back row from left: Natalie Rolfs
'28, James Rolfs '98, Mike Frodermann '97, Eric Enslin '97, Matt Witte '98, Lucas
Witte '28, Kelly Gorder, Dan Gorder '97, Alida Gorder '30, Candace Herstad Carlson
'96, Luke Carlson '30, Blake Carlson '97, Wyatt Carlson '26
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Kristen Meyer Mastel '02 reflects on
a special place and a special person
Kristen Meyer Mastel's employment at the University
of Minnesota, Twin Cities, as a MINTTEX librarian has an
interesting perk--occasional work trips to a special place,
her alma mater. Briggs Library is a member of the MINITEX
Library Information Network-academic, public, state
government, and special libraries cooperatively working to
improve services for Minnesota, North Dakota, and South
Dakota patrons. Reference librarians and faculty submit
questions to MINTTEX librarians for research assistance.
Mastel '02, speech
communication and
art history, is pleased
when she can assist
members of the UMM
community, especially
her mentor and
adviser, Julia Dabbs,
associate professor of
art history.
"Lucky for me,"
shares Mastel, "I
have the art history
background, so usually requests from Professor Dabbs are
routed to me for assistance within our department. It is a great
joy to assist her, if even just to save her a few minutes of
researching, to give back for the hours ofmentorship she gave
and continues to give me."
Mastel continues: "I owe finding this profession to
Professor Dabbs. She alerted me to an occupation that combines
a love of 'the hunt' for resources/information with art history
and with patron communication. She saw my interest in
research and let me explore art historical research by assisting
her. I fell in love with the Renaissance and Baroque time
periods, which are her specialty, so she was my professor for
the majority ofmy coursework, too. And, because Professor
Dabbs was an art librarian before becoming an art historian, she
groomed me to prepare for a degree in art librarianship."
Although she grew up in the suburbs, Mastel looked
for a small college town for her undergraduate experience.
Trips back to Morris reinforce her decision: "Morris isn't for
everyone, but it was a perfect fit for me. I didn't mind the 45minute trek to Target. Road trips with friends were some of
the best bonding times. I miss a town where everyone waves
to each other and all the shops were within walking distance.
And UMM truly has some of the best and brightest. The
people at UMM made it and still make it the highest quality
education one can buy."
Mastel earned a master of iibrary science with a
specialization in art librarianship from Indiana University in
2005 and is enrolled in the master of liberal studies program at
the Twin Cities campus.

Julia Dabbs, associate professor of art history, and Kristen
Meyer Mastel '02

Kyung Don Tak '97 (second from left) writes: "I attended the
Seabee Ball held at the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library
and Museum in Simi Valley, California. We had a wonderful
time celebrating the SeaBee (Naval Construction Force)
birthday! Oohrah!"
Meredith McEvoy lives in Frankfurt, Germany, and has worked
for the state department for more than 10 years. She and husband
Bill have two children. They hope to visit Morris on their next
trip to the United States. She'd love to hear from old classmates.
Contact her at mcevoymc@hotmail.com.

Jason Mork writes : "Wife Heather and I just had our first child,
Dillon David Mork, born March 2008. We never knew parenting
would be so much fun. Our lives center around him and his joy!
Three weeks after his birth, we moved into a new house we built
in Tempe, Arizona. My office is two blocks away. This year is my
sixth at Honeywell. After getting a master of business administration
at Arizona State last year, I moved into a new role as cost accountant
for aerospace value engineering. Who knew I'd end up as an
accountant? E-mail me at Jason@MorkLife.com or keep up with the
story at Morklife.com- where it's always an adventure! "
Class of '97
Brad and Stacy Cremers Kelzer welcomed baby Greta Elizabeth
in February 2008 . Greta joins big brother, Ben, who adores her.

Patricia Nickisch LaMont, Plain City, Ohio, and husband Mike
welcomed baby Olivia Kate in March 2008. Olivia joins big
sisters Leah Nicole (5) and Alyssa Grace (2) .

Jill Renner Sargent and husband welcomed baby Grace Svare in
February 2008.

Kelly Murphy Schwandt, Waukesha, Wisconsin, and husband
Andy welcomed baby Luke Samuel in October 2007. He joins big
sister Emily (2). After living near Sacramento, California, for five
years, they relocated to Wisconsin for Andy's job and to be closer
to families in the Midwest. Andy works in sales. Kelly is a stayat-home mom. Contact her at kellyschwandt@gmail.com.

Class of '98
Lori Carver and Michael Benson '03 were married in December
2007. Lori is employed at Oppenheimer, Wolff and Donnelly.
Michael is employed at REM South Central Services.
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Patrick Jarvis wants everyone to everybody to check out Jana's
new dish towels!
Christina Larson is happily occupied as a veterinarian for all
creatures great and small -from mice to emus to cows. She's
taken up sailing on Lake Minnetonka, loves bicycling around
Minneapolis, and trained to compete in the International Ki
Aikido Taigi Competition in Japan this spring.
Greta Grossman Siegel welcomed baby Laurel Kay in August
2007. Laurel joins big brother Isaac who attended kindergarten
this year. Siegel has served as financial manager at Douglas
County Public Health in Alexandria for five years. She would
love to hear from UMMers she knew back in 1998. Contact her at
siegel@gctel.net.
Andrea Schueler Valley and husband Ray welcomed baby
Theodore David in May 2007. Andrea writes: "Teddy is an active,
smiley baby who continues to make life more fun."
Class of '99
Kjersti Hannenman works in advertising as an account planner
at Campbell Mithun in Minneapolis. Husband Nathan Paine
is finishing up his last year of law school at the University of
Minnesota. She writes: "No kids yet. .. just an evil poodle."
Kandee Normandin writes: "Hello everyone! I'm still living out
in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and enjoying every minute of it.
I'm recovering from a massive knee surgery that has taken me
out ofmy favorite athletics for a year. Heads up-I'm moving
forward and training to run up Pike's Peak Mountain in August.
As summer approaches, think about a sunny mountain get away,
away out here in God's playground. I've always got room and
loads of adventure in store."

Sarah Gravalin Warrington, Breckenridge, graduated with a
master of education leapership from Southwest Minnesota State
University in April 2008. She is in her eighth year of teaching
seventh- and eighth-grade English at Breckenridge Middle School.
She and husband Danny have two children, Mathias (4) and Eva (1
1/2), and Harley, a yellow lab.
Karen Becker Wolff and husband Tim welcomed twins
Charlotte and Braxton in September 2007. Karen writes: "They
are wonderful kids and certainly keep us busy! Hopefully, they
will want to be UMMers someday!" Her second job is working at
the Wright County attorney's office.
Class '01
Nora Sandstad, Minneapolis, graduated from the University of
Minnesota Law School in May 2008. She finished a project to
earn a master of education in social sciences education. She plans
to spend the summer having fun with husband Nate LaCoursier
'02 and super-awesome dog, Tundra, and maybe studying for
the bar a little. Nora begins a clerkship at the Minnesota Court of
Appeals in August 2008.
Class of '02
Allison Harell earned a doctorate in political science at McGill
University in May 2008. She will begin a post-doctoral fellowship
with the Canadian Opinion Research Archive at Queen's
University.
Andrew Miller is the ThisweekApple Valley newspaper editor.
Class of '03
Peter Barrett graduated from the United States Air Force
electronic warfare school in February 2008. He will be stationed
at Offutt AFB, Nebraska.
Elizabeth Spofford, Little Falls, visited
campus in April 2008 to talk about her
experiences since graduating from UMM.
She taught English in Obera and Buenos ·
Aires, Argentina; interned at the United
States Embassy in San Jose, Costa Rica;
participating in the Japan and Exchange
Teaching (JET) Programme in Aomori,
Japan; completed a master of science
degree at the University of Sussex in
Brighton, England; volunteered and surfed
in Nicaragua; and completed a crosscountry bicycle trip from San Francisco to
Atlantic City.

Jeremy and Jennifer Virden Werner,
Tucson, Arizona, welcomed baby Ryan
Richard in October 2007. Ryan joins big
sister Carissa (5) and big brother Jason
(4). E-mail wemerjl@hotmail.com.
Class of '00
Eric Gorman competed on NBC 's
American Gladiators in May 2008.

Trish Clark Sladky, St. Cloud, and
husband Jim have three children James
(4), Ethan (2), and Kendra (I). A mostly
stay-at-home mom, she works partElizabeth '03 and dad Greg Spofford '78
time as the group exercise director for
Gold's Gym and presents group fitness
Doug Woodgate and Kimberly Erbst
workshops nationally. Drop her a line at triciajclark@hotrnail.com. Woodgate '05, Eagle Lake, were married in Maui, Hawaii in
2004 and have a 20-month-old baby, Carter. Doug is a senior
Kevira Mertha Voegele and husband Corey moved to
technical analyst at Brown Printing Company in Waseca.
Wenatchee, Washington, in February 2008. Kevira is the assistant They look forward to hearing from old friends , professors, and
classmates. Contact them at douglas.woodgate@gmail.com or
city editor of the Wenatchee World. Corey is the editor of the
Lake Chelan Mirror in Chelan, Washington.
k.woodgate@yahoo.com.
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Send us your Class Notes!
Your friends are waitittg to hear frottt ~!
Jy 111all:

Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving
UMM 123HFA
600 East Fourth Street
Morris, Minnesota 56267

Jy e-111all: alumni@morris.umn.edu
Ottlitte: www.morris.umn.edu/AlumniUpdate

Mariela Marcantetti Lindberg, Albany, New York, received
a master of science in political science from the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. She works for the State of New York
Office of the Medicaid Inspector General.
Kristen Moritz is in her first year at Hamline University School
of Law. She will work as a law clerk in the public defender' s
office in Willmar during summer 2008.
Matt Schmidgall, Hancock, is an ag lender for the First Federal
Savings Bank in the Morris and Benson branches.

Next Class Notes deadline: August 1, 2008

Class of '06
Luke and Angela Adam Cahill, Burnsville,
were married at St. Charles _Boromeo Church in
June 2007.

Class of '04
Randy Hamling, Donnelly, is a
chiropractor at the Morris Chiropractic
Clinic.

Katie Haberkorn graduated with a master
of social work from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill in May. She has accepted
a position with the Permanent Family Resource
Center in Fergus Falls.

Erin Kaiser Gobi, is the instrumental
band director at Lindberg, Lincoln, and
Dr. S.G. Knight elementary schools.
She created the Band Lending Program
in which students try out different
instruments before they decide which to
play.

Ann Mielke, Pulum Kim '07, and Eric Klinger,
professor emeritus of psychology, presented the
Erin Kaiser Gobi '04
poster Accounting for Engagement in Minor
Crimes: Risk Moderates Effects of Value,
Clare Leitzman writes: "I am living and working in the St. Paul
Pleasure Mediates Effects of Trait Aggression at the Annual
area as the manager of a Slim 4 Life center. I am also using my
Conference of the Society for Personality and Social Psychology
one year as an art major! I've been creating portraits for friends
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Ann is an executive team leader
and family, and I am considering branching out to other potential
for Assets Protection at Target Corporation. Pulum is a graduate
seekers of artwork. I am in touch with several Morris peeps,
student at the Cambridge University of England.
and I am open to being contacted by anyone through e-mail at
clareleitzman@hotmail.com."
Tia Pierce, Pelican Rapids, is a naturalist who works with the
prairie science class at the Prairie Wetlands Leaming Center.
Tamara Pierce, Forth Lewis, Washington, married Matthew
Hudson in May 2006. They welcomed baby Olivia in November
UMM employees
2007 . Matthew has served 14 months of his 15-month deployment Mary Giese Perkins passed away in April 2008. Mary worked at
in Baquba, Iraq, with the U.S . Army Calvary.
the West Central School of Agriculture in food service and was
head dietician at UMM until retiring in the mid 1990s.
Brian Williams is a congressional relations specialist with the
Library of Congress. He writes: "This is truly my dream job! I
Bill Riggs is retired after teaching for 35 years at the Alexandria's
enjoy living on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C., and exploring
Jefferson High School and 10 years at the University of
this end of the country. E-mailbrianw.dc@gmail.com."
Minnesota, Morris. He is on the board of the Lake L 'Homme
Dieu Association
Class of '05
and is a member
JoAnna Korn,
of the St. Cloud
Woodbury, is a
Municipal Band.
physician assistant at
St. Croix Orthopedics.
Berdella Strand
She completed a
Jost passed away in
master of physician
April 2008. Berdella
assistant studies at
worked in the food
the University of
service department
Nebraska Medical
until she retired in
Center in December
1976.
2007.
Guests at the Midwinter Event held in February 2008 included, from left: Erika
Schornstein, Scott Hiland '04, Jonathan Meath '06, and Richelle Maciej '06
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Athletics update
-Mark Fohl, director of intercollegiate athletics
UMM has finally completed the
process of reclassification from NCAA
Division II to Division III. The process
took five years, but it has proven to be
worthwhile for UMM athletes.
We had a number of outstanding
performances during the 2007-08
academic year, one of the most
noteworthy being the UMAC Post.....__ _, Season Tournament championship
won by the Cougar men's soccer team in their second year
of existence. As always, our student-athletes excelled in the
classroom and earned numerous All-Academic awards.
Brian Curtis student-organized fundraiser
Last summer, UMM's sports information director, Brian
Curtis, was diagnosed with cancer. He began chemotherapy
and continued treatment throughout the year, which has been
helpful in reducing the size of the tumor. Brian was unable to
continue as the UMAC sports information director, but he has
continued his UMM duties. We look forward to having him
continue for many years.
Seeing an opportunity to help someone during a difficult
time, UMM' s Student-Athlete Advisory Committee,
supervised by Coach Heather Pennie, organized fundraisers
to help Brian with expenses and to make up for income
lost when he resigned from his UMAC position. A benefit ·
dinner in February 2008 packed the Morris American Legion
Club. Local businesses donated supplies, and UMM athletes
prepared and served the meal and cleaned up afterwards.
The committee also organized a bowl-a-thon at Crystal
Lanes. Athletes were invited to seek pledges for Brian's
benefit. Representatives from nearly every team participated.
Following these events, I received numerous calls from
townspeople impressed by our athletes, their hardwork, and
their caring. Cougar athletes made us all very proud.

All-Conferenee athletes
winter and spring 2008
Baseball- First Team: Daniel Folie '09, Fridley; Honorable
Mention: Nick Hervin '08, Cold Spring; Greg Roth ' 08, Cold
Spring
Softball- First Team: Elizabeth Leuty ' 11 , St. Cloud; Honorable
Mention: Bailey Jelle ' 09, Lakeville; Diane Blommel ' 11 , Long
Prairie
Softball Academic-Alaina Benson ' 08, Clinton; Ashley Corbett
' 09, Forrest Lake; Brianna Czer ' 09, New Ulm
Men's Track and Field- Tony Krueger '08, Brooklyn Park; Scott
Harder ' 09, Mountain Lake; Luke Toso ' 11 , Roseville; Andrew
Rehmann ' 11 , Roseville; Ryan Stoick ' 08, Morris; Billy Visto
' 11 , Oakes, North Dakota; Patrick O'Connor ' 10, Ham Lake;
Daniel Fragodt ' 11 , Benson; Mitch McGuire ' 08, Annandale
Men's Track and Field Academic-Andrew Peterson ' 08, Bird
Island; Seth Harrington ' 10, New Hope; James Davison ' 10,
Burnsville; Ryan Stoick '08, Morris; Joe Weber ' I 0, Roseville;
Tony Krueger '08, New Richmond ; Mike Terrell '08, Tracy,
California; Joe Rader '08, Kerkhoven; Dan Dutcher '08, Vadnais
Heights
Women's Track and Field - Joy Heysse ' 10, St. Cloud; Megan
Croatt ' 10, Ortonville; Masera Turkson-Robinson ' 11 , Hopkins;
Sara Hammer ' 10, Atwater; Rachel Plaetz ' 10, Lucan; Allison
Betsch ' 09, New Ulm; Sara Erickson ' 11 , Ham Lake
Women's Track and Field Academic-Nicole Gallagher ' 08,
Buffalo; Carla Steinbring '08, Champlin; Allison Betsch '09,
New Ulm; Megan Croatt ' 10, Ortonville
Men's Basketball-First Team : Philip Allen '09, Clarissa; ·
William Jenson '08, Eau Claire, Wisconsin; Honorable Mention:
Eric Dalbey ' 10, Mora
Men's Basketball Academic-Corey Kelzenberg '08, Fridley;
Jeremy Bosch ' 10, Salo!
Women's Basketball- First Team: Alaina Benson '08, Clinton;
Tynell Kocer ' 09, Pierre, South Dakota; Honorable Mention:
Marissa Maynard ' 08, Blaine; Jamie Rainey '09 Maple Grove
Women's Basketball Academic- Arielle Anderson '08, Wayzata;
Kara Norris' 10, Zimmerman

Brian Curtis, sports information director, (center) with
Jamie Rainey '09, Maple Grove, (left) and Tynell Kocer
'09, Pierre, South Dakota, Cougar women's basketball team
members and benefit volunteers
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Cougar Hall of Fame inductees announced
-award ceremony to be held during Homecoming 2008
On behalf of the Cougar Hall of Fame committee,
Mark Fohl, director of athletics, announces that Carol
Koopman ' 78 and Jason Cordes '95 will be inducted
into the Cougar Hall of Fame during the UMM Alumni
Association Banquet to be held during Homecoming
weekend, October 3- 5, 2008.
Koopman, a double major in political science and
physical education, competed as a Cougar in volleyball, track, and her standout sport,
basketball, for which she is honored. Tallying 25, she holds the record for the most
rebounds in a single game. Sharing the honor with Cindy Lonneman ' 83, she holds the
season average record for most points per game with 19. I and holds the third spot in
career rebounding with 1,061. With 1,151 points, Koopman ' s career scoring total places
her in the top 10 in Cougar women ' s basketball history.
A computer science major, Cordes competed in Cougar baseball and basketball.
With 1,608 points, Cordes places in the top 10 scorers in men' s basketball history. He
holds several 3-point records: the most attempts, 243 , in one season; the most successful,
107, in a season; and a career total of 268. With 9, he shares the record for most 3-points
made during a single game with James Mullady '94.
Cordes played during two record setting seasons for two Cougar teams during his
UMM career. The 1993-94 basketball team set a school record with 25 wins, and the
1995 baseball team set a school record with 21 wins.
Koopman and Cordes will be honored at the UMM Alumni Association Banquet
to be held on Friday, October 3, 2008, beginning with a reception at 5:30 p.m. in the
Alumni Room in Oyate Hall in the Student Center. The banquet follows at 6 p.m.
Teammates and friends of the Cougar Hall of Fame honorees are invited to join them for
this special evening. Please RSVP by e-mailing alumni@morris.urnn .edu or calling
320-589-6066.
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Football Fishing Event
generates warm memories
Despite cold weather, the first annual
Cougar Football Fishing Event held in
Baudette in April 2008 was a success. Ben
Erholtz '98 caught the largest walleye, and
Cameron Vollbrecht '99 caught the largest
sturgeon. Todd Hickman, head coach,
thanks all who attended and the coaches
who helped organize the event.
Photo by Cam Vollbrecht '99: Mark
Ekren, assistant football coach, father
of Cougar Anthony Ekren '06
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Benson '08 receives 2008 Willis Kelly Award
A laina Benson 's favorite place on
campus is where she first met the people
she now calls family- the P.E. Center,
her second home. In this place, she
studied, practiced, competed, and earned a
reputation for being an outstanding studentathlete. Benson is the 2008 Willis Kelly
A ward recipient. The award honors the late
Willis Kelly, a pioneer in women 's athletics
and UMM athletic director and coach for
more than 20 years.
A native of nearby Clinton, Benson
appreciates the opportunities she received at
UMM. "I decided to attend UMM because
of the small town atmosphere, the great
education, and the ability to play college
sports while being close to my hometown.
I cherish very much playing college sports
with my family in the stands cheering on
my team. "
Benson is the 17th player in
Cougar women 's basketball history to
achieve a 1,000-point career. A two-year captain, she earned
All-Conference in 2007 and 2008, and was named to the All-

Defensive Team in 2008. She helped lead
the Cougars to the UMAC post-season
tournament the past three seasons.
"Some of the best students on this
campus are athletes," reflects Benson.
"And, as the years have passed, I feel
athletes are being recognized more
than ever. Participating in athletics has
enhanced my education. I have learned so
much from coaches and teammates that I
would not have learned in the classroom.
I have met different people and traveled
different places that I never would have·
traveled if I would not have participated in
college athletics."
Benson, a sports management major,
states that her UMM degree will help her
reach her future goal. "Sports have always
been a significant part of my life, and my
dream job has always been to become a
Benson Division I college basketball coach," she
shares. Benson will pursue a graduate
program in exercise science at Minnesota State University,
Mankato.

Honor Athlete Janzen '08 will miss Big Cat Stadium,
football, and life at the University of Minnesota, Morris
Brady Janzen, Mountain
Lake, is the 2008 Men ' s Honor
Athlete Award recipient.
The defensive lineman
from Mountain Lake started
the past three seasons and
earned defensive UMAC AllConference honorable mention
in 2004, first team in 2005, and
second team in 2006, while
maintaining a 3.4 GPA.
Janzen
Janzen 's higher education
goal was to play football at
a "highly respected academic institution." UMM' s campus,
facilities, and people fit the bill. He also appreciates the skills he
has learned through campus life, such as serving on the Morris
Campus Student Association, and through athletics.
"I believe athletic participation greatly enhances education,"
reflects Janzen. " Student-athletes have a lot of responsibilities
and obligations to juggle in addition to their class work. I have
learned a lot about time management in the last four years .
Student-athletes also form close bonds with teammates and
coaches that last a lifetime. Nothing builds relationships as well
as working together to achieve a common goal. "
Janzen has two favorite places on campus : the old football
field and the new football field- Big Cat Stadium. "I have

countless good memories playing on both fields," he shares.
"Football has been a part ofmy life for as long as I can remember.
It is going to be strange when fall rolls around, and I won't be a
part of it anymore. I am going to miss playing football, and I will
definitely miss the college lifestyle. These have been four of the
most fun years ofmy life."
Janzen, a management major, is employed by Riverview
Farms of Morris.
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2008 Henjum Scholar Athletes Nick Hervin and Jeff Karschnik
share fond memories of their P .E. Center "home"
Nick Hervin, Cold Spring
A four-year starter, Nick Hervin, 2008
Arnold Henjum Scholar Athlete award
recipient, finished his 2008 season with a .418
batting average and his UMM baseball career
with a .350, only 20 points behind record
holder Shane Pribyl '91. In 2006 and 2007,
Hervin earned first team All-Conference and
honorable mention in 2005 and 2008.
UMM is a perfect fit for Hervin: "close
enough but not too close" to his hometown
of Cold Spring, strong academics, reasonable
tuition, and an opportunity to play the sport
he loves. "Playing baseball at UMM was a
great experience," he says. "The relationships and friendships that
I've made the last four years overshadow the wins and losses.
Baseball helped me with my education, goal setting, and time
management in everyday life and academically."
After he graduates, Hervin will miss walking into the P.E.
Center and feeling "at home" where he has spent the last four
years taking tickets at basketball games, line-judging volleyball
games, working in the "cage," playing intramurals, classes, and
practicing baseball as the team waited for the snow to melt on his
second favorite place on campus- the baseball field. "I played the
game I love out on Cougar field . I won't miss all the bad bounces,
but I've always felt
relaxed on a baseball
field. It's a place
where I forget the
other stresses in my
life."
Next year,
the " super senior"
will complete a
concentration in
sports management
and a management
minor. He hopes
coaching is in his
future. "I'd like to
Hervin help young people
learn the game and
the life values associated with baseball," he shares. "I'd like to go
to grad school and eventually become an athletic director. "

reflects . "I highly respect and appreciate the
management/econ professors. Most importantly,
I will miss my friends, team, games, practices,
coaches, parties, studying in the library until
2 a.m., making fun ofmy roommate, Quack,
working in the ' cage,' Big Cat Stadium,
intramurals-the list goes on and on."
A three-year starting quarterback,
Karschnik led UMM to its first UMAC title
in 2007 and received UMAC offensive player
of the year honors. He earned All-Conference
each of his three years as a Cougar and holds
the passing touchdowns record with 56.
States Karschnik: "Playing sports at
UMM allows students to be
involved in campus activities
and opens doors for community
involvement. Varsity sports
create excellent networking
avenues and a chance to
develop lifelong relationships
with respected coaches and
mentors . Athletics enhance
one's education by teaching
valuable time management
skills and creating a goalKarschnik
oriented approach to problem
solving. Cougar athletics instill a sense of pride, which carries
over into the classroom."
Even more than the football field, Karschnik' s favorite
place is the P.E. Center. "I will cherish the post victory and pregame locker room moments as well as intelligent weight room
conversations," he states. "The athletics staff with their support
and encouragement made it a great place. I look forward to coming
back to visit the great people who call the P.E. Center 'office. "'

Jeff Karschnik '08, Windom
JeffKarschnik '08, Windom, transferred to UMM for a "topnotch education and a rewarding athletic experience." The 2008
Arnold Henjum Scholar Athlete award recipient enjoyed UMM
campus atmosphere and Cougar football. A management major with
an emphasis in finance and human resources, Karschnik begins his
post-UMM career with Federated Insurance of Owatonna.
"I will miss the faculty and UMM community as a whole
because UMM brightened my day and kept me motivated," he
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Visit www.morris.umn.edu/homecoming for schedule updates.

F~, Oaotvi. 3
UM:MAA reception, 5:30 p.m.,
Alumni Room, Student Center

Distinguished Alumni Award
and Cougar Hall of Fame
Dinner, 6 p.m., Oyate Hall
Pepfest and bonfire, 8 p.m.,
P.E. Center, Big Cat Stadium

UMMAA annual meeting, 9 a.m.,
Prairie Lounge
Historic photo identification
project, 9 a.m. until I p.m.,
Oyate Hall
Biomass facility open house and
"green" energy tours, 10 a.m.
Alumni band rehearsal with
Symphonic Winds, 9-11 a.m.,
Humanities Fine Arts Recital Hall

Art Club Student Exhibit
reception, 8 p.m.,
Prairie Renaissance Cultural
Alliance, downtown Morris

Parade lineup,_11 a.m., near mall

Black Student Union dance,
10 p.m., Oyate Hall

Homecoming parade, 11 :30 a.m.,
route begins at campus mall

~ I

Oaol,vi,

4

Cougar Quad Run , 8 a.m.,
Re ·
itness Center

Tailgate party, 11 :45 a.m.,
west of Big Cat
Stadium

Football game, Cougars versus
Martin Luther College, I p.m. ,
Big Cat Stadium
UMMAA reception, 4 p.m.,
Lafave House
Class of 2008 Senior Legacy Gift
disc golf tournament,
5:30 p .m., Pomme de Terre Park
Studio Art Alumni Exhibition
reception, 7-9 p .m., HFA Gallery
program at 7:30 p.m. to recognize
artists and a Ron Kubik ' 87 gift to
the permanent collection
KUMM concert and Young
Alumni Gathering, 8 p.m.,
Old No. 1, downtown Morris

~ I

Oaol,vi,

s

·Alumni choir rehearsal,
I 0:30-11 :30 a.m., Humanities
Fine Arts Recital Hall
Homecoming Concert-Concert
Choir with alumni, Symphonic
Winds with alumni, combined
ensembles, 2 p.m. , Humanities
Fine Arts Recital Hall,
reception follows

T ~ ~ -wula-,,.J.:
Studio Art Alumni Exhibition,
Humanities Fine Arts Gallery
Art Club Student Exhibit, Prairie
Renaissance Cultural Alliance
Gallery, downtown Morris

FM~~:
Call the Office of Alumni
Relations and Annual Giving at
320-589-6066 or e-mail
alumni@rnorris.urnn.edu
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funding support from the UMM Alumni
Association.
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